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INTRODUCTION
Silurian dolomites are among the most poorly understood rock units in the
midwestern United States. These rocks have not attracted as much interest as
those in other Paleozoic systems for several reasons. Destruction of primary
fabric by dolomitization discourages sedimentological studies, carbonate
buildups complicate local correlations, and problems with conodont extraction
and the absence of other biostratigraphically useful fossils make regional
correlation difficult. However, the development of large, deep quarries has
advanced the understanding of the lithostratigraphy of Silurian rocks,
particularly in northeastern Illinois, where the growth of the Chicago area
has supported a large stone industry for the last 150 years.
During this field trip we will examine the general geology and
paleontology of Silurian rocks in northeastern Illinois, primarily viewing
exposures along the Des Plaines River valley (map on back cover). Several
important features are emphasized: the Ordovician-Silurian unconformity,
Silurian conodont biostratigraphy, the Sandwich Fault Zone, and reef control
of Silurian deposition. All Chicago-area Silurian rocks units, except for the
upper half of the Racine Dolomite, will be examined.
At Sears Pit (stop 1) the Ordovician-Silurian unconformity is
exposed in an area where the Maquoketa Group has been eroded deeply, but the
basal Silurian rocks are relatively thin. Faulted Silurian rocks within
the Sandwich Fault Zone occur at Vick's Pit (stop 2). The Ordovician-
Silurian unconformity is also exposed in the deep National Quarry (stop 3),
where a thick succession of basal Silurian rocks overlies the deeply eroded
Maquoketa Group. This quarry contains the type section for three local
stratigraphic units. At the Barbers Corners Quarry of the Elmhurst-Chicago
Stone Company (stop 4) the Kankakee, Joliet, and Sugar Run Dolomites are well-
exposed and \/ery fossil iferous in places. The final stop (5) at Vulcan
Materials' McCook Quarry exhibits a nearly complete Silurian section that
extends from the Elwood Dolomite into the Racine Dolomite. At this stop we
will focus on the development of reefs in the Racine Dolomite and their
effects on Silurian deposition.
This field trip provides a good overview of Chicago-area Silurian
geology. Study of this area is part of an ongoing research project of
Illinois State Geological Survey personnel on Silurian bedrock geology of the
Chicago area (Cook, Will, Du Page, Kane, Kankakee, Lake, and McHenry Counties)
and its effect on the local mineral resources industry and urban environment.
GENERAL GEOLOGY
The general geology of the Chicago area has been described by Alden (1902),
Bretz (1939, 1943, 1955), Willman (1971), and Buschbach et al. (1982). The
geology of the area is not complex, but poor exposures, limited topographic
relief, and urban development make study difficult.
Quaternary glacial and lacustrine sediments (fig. 1) cover nearly all the
bedrock. Thickness of these sediments averages more than 100 feet (30 m) , but
ranges up to 350 feet (105 m). The bedrock surface, which dips slightly
eastward toward Lake Michigan, is relatively flat as a result of glacial
planing and some lake erosion; scattered low bedrock hills and shallow valleys
occur.
Because of the thick Quaternary cover and the planar bedrock topography,
outcrops are few. Most exposures occur along the Des Plaines, Fox, and
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Figure 1. Glacial map of Illinois.
Kankakee valleys, where rivers have cut through Quaternary sediments. On the
Chicago Lake Plain, scattered reef-controlled bedrock hills, such as Stony
Island, crop out above lake sediments.
Silurian dolomite composes the bedrock throughout the region, except in
the western third of the study area (fig. 2). There, most Silurian rocks have
been eroded and occur only as scattered outliers resting on Ordovician shale
and dolomite.
Silurian rocks are the youngest Paleozoic sediments in most of north-
eastern Illinois. Rare Devonian fissure fillings occur (Weller, 1899;
Goldthwait, 1909; Bretz, 1939) and Mississi ppian and Pennsyl vanian rocks are
present in the Des Plaines Disturbance (Willman, 1971). Pennsyl vanian rocks
overlie Ordovician and Silurian rocks in western Kankakee and Will Counties,
and occur as outliers and fissure fillings a short distance to the east and
north.
In northeastern Illinois, Silurian rocks range from 0-500 feet (0-150 m)
in thickness. As much as 1,100 feet (335 m) of Ordovician and 3,500 feet
(1,065 m) of Croixan (Cambrian) rocks underlie the Silurian (Buschbach et al
.
,
1982). Precambrian granite forms the regional basement. All Paleozoic rocks
dip slightly to the east or northeast away from the Kankakee Arch into the
Michigan Basin. As a result, rocks at the bedrock surface become younger and
the Silurian strata, thicker from west to east across the Chicago area.
Tectonic features in northeastern Illinois generally are limited to minor
folds and faults. The Des Plaines Disturbance (a possible meteor impact site)
and the Sandwich Fault Zone (stop 2) are major exceptions (fig. 2).
ORDOVICIAN STRATIGRAPHY
The Ordovician rocks that crop out in northeastern Illinois include the
Platteville, Galena, and Maquoketa Groups. A detailed biostratigraphic
framework has not been developed for the Ordovician rocks in this area;
therefore, their exact ages are uncertain. According to existing correlations
(Ross et al., 1982), which must be regarded as tentative, the Platteville and
part of the Galena are assigned to the Champlainian Series. The Platteville
for the most part is thought to be Rocklandian, and the Galena, through the
Dunleith Formation, "Trentonian" in age. The upper part of the Galena and the
Maquoketa Group are assigned to the Cincinnatian Series.
The Platteville Group consists mainly of gray to brown, \/ery fine- to
fine-grained, fossil iferous dolomite that contains nodules and thin beds of
chert in places. The Platteville ranges from 100-150 feet (30-45 m) in
thickness and is bounded by disconformities at the base and top. Within this
area the Platteville is differentiated, primarily on the basis of relative
shaliness, into four formations (in ascending order): Pecatonica, Mifflin,
Grand Detour, and Nachusa (fig. 3). These units are further subdivided into
members and beds that are locally distinct in outcrop but are seldom recog-
nized in subsurface (Templeton and Willman, 1963; Willman and Kolata, 1978).
The Galena Group consists of medium-grained, pure, light gray to buff
dolomite. From Kendall County southward into central and southern Illinois
the Galena is characterized by massive beds of fossil iferous, medium- to
coarse-grained limestone (grainstone). In northeastern Illinois the Galena is
consistently about 220 feet (66 m) thick. Because the Galena shows little
variation in thickness throughout the area, its top is a useful structure
horizon (Bristol and Buschbach, 1973). The top is a ferruginous, pitted sur-
face (hardground) that in places contains phosphatic pellets and a diminutive
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Figure 3. Silurian and Ordovician strata of northeastern Illinois.
molluscan fauna concentrated on the surface and in the basal 10-12 inches (25-
30 cm) of the overlying Scales Shale. In northeastern Illinois the Galena is
differentiated into three dolomite formations (in ascending order):
Guttenberg, Dunleith, and Wise Lake (fig. 3). The Guttenberg is characterized
by reddish-brown shaly partings; the Dunleith, by chert; the Wise Lake, by
very pure dolomite (less than 5% insoluble residue).
The Maquoketa Group is generally about 200 feet (60 m) thick and consists
primarily of olive-gray and greenish-gray shale and some interbedded dolomite
and limestone (Kolata and Graese, 1983). The Maquoketa is divided into four
formations (in ascending order): the Scales Shale, predominantly olive-gray
to olive-black, silty, calcareous, laminated to intensely bioturbated shale;
the Fort Atkinson Dolomite, light olive-gray, pure to argillaceous, crinoid-
bryozoan-brachiopod dolomite packstone and grainstone; the Brainard Formation,
greenish-gray, silty, fossil iferous shale with interbedded dolomite and
limestone; Neda Formation, very dusky-red, silty, hematitic shale containing
flattened, concentrically layered, iron-oxide spheroids about 0.5 millimeters
in diameter (fig. 3).
Ordovician (Cincinnatian) Conodont Biostratigraphy
Conodonts from the Cincinnatian of the Midcontinent have been extensively
studied by many workers, beginning with the early work of Branson and Mehl in
the 1930s through the early 1950s and continuing with Sweet, Bergstrom,
Barnes, Ethington, Furnish, Rhodes and their students from the late 1950s to
the present. Despite these intensive studies, a biostrati graphic zonation
scheme has been difficult to formulate because some species are cosmopolitan
and long-ranging; others, primarily restricted to either a North Atlantic or
Midcontinent Province fauna.
On the basis of conodont faunas from the Bal to-Scandic area, Bergstrom
(1971) proposed an Ordovician zonation scheme for the North Atlantic Province.
Fortunately, the Ordovician rocks of eastern North America contain a rela-
tively large number of species indicative of the North Atlantic Province
fauna, thus permitting zonation and correlation of these rocks in eastern
North America to the Bal to-Scandic area. However, in the type area of the
Cincinnatian Series (Upper Ordovician), a Midcontinent Province fauna pre-
vails; species from the North Atlantic Province are notably lacking or rare.
Correlation of rock units between these two provinces is not as precise as
correlation within a province. The presence of three species of Amorphogna -
thus has aided in intercontinental correlation.
For the North American Midcontinent Province, Sweet (1984) has proposed
11 conodont chronozones for the post-Whiterockian Series; those for the
Cincinnatian are shown in fig. 4. These chronozones are subdivisions of a
Composite Standard Section derived from graphic correlation of compiled
conodont range data from numerous sections in the Midcontinent. For much of
North America, this zonation scheme will provide greater precision than the
numbered faunal intervals of Sweet et al . (1971). However, most of the
important zonal index species are absent from the Cincinnatian rocks of
northern Illinois. Thus, conodont zonation and precise correlation of these
strata are di fficul t.
Only two Ordovician units have been sampled for conodonts in conjunction
with this study. These units are the Fort Atkinson Dolomite, sampled at
National Quarry (stop 3) and the Brainard Formation at Sears Pit, Cortland
(stop 1). Both units contain an abundant fauna of Late Ordovician forms. The
presence of Amorphognathus ordovicicus and Pseudobelodina inclinata throughout
the Fort Atkinson at stop 3 places these rocks within an interval from near
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Midcontinent zones after Rexroad and Droste (1982) and Sweet (1984).
the top of the Oulodus vel icuspis Zone through the Aphelognathus shatzeri Zone
of Sweet (1984), or middle Maysvillian through Richmondian age. This is
approximately the proposed age range (late Maysvillain through Richmondian)
for the entire Maquoketa of this region (Sweet, 1984; Sweet et al., 1971;
Sweet and Bergstrom, 1976; Kolata and Graese, 1983).
We also did not find any diagnostic conodont species in the Brainard
Formation, except for the occurrence of Oulodus ulrichi in the 0_. vel icuspis
through A. shatzeri Zone or late Edenian through Richmondian. Although the
Fort Atkinson and Brainard are undoubtedly Richmondian in age by stratigraphic
position, we did not recover any zonal conodonts from these sections to verify
this placement. The absence of A^. ordovicicus from the Brainard at stop 1
agrees with its absence in the Brainard of Iowa (Glenister, 1957) and
Wisconsin (Froming, 1971). The meager data from this study suggest that
detailed biostratigraphic work is required for more precise regional
correlation.
SILURIAN STRATIGRAPHY
Shepard (1838) was the first to describe Chicago-area Silurian rocks and
provided a brief list of fossils found in the "magnesian limestone." Later,
Worthen (1862) concluded that these Silurian rocks were part of the Niagaran
limestone. No further advancement in local Silurian stratigraphy was made
until after the turn of the century.
In 1907, on the basis of trilobites, Stuart Weller observed that the
Silurian rocks became increasingly younger along the Des Plaines River-Chicago
Sanitary and Ship Canal from Channahon to Chicago. About the same time, T. E.
Savage began work on the lower Silurian rocks in Will and Kankakee Counties;
in 1926 he subdivided the entire Silurian into several formations.
In the 1930s L. E. Workman studied the insoluble residues of Illinois
Silurian rocks. A short time later, H. B. Willman began a mineral resources
study of the Silurian that incorporated a portion of Workman's extensive
research. Willman devised a precise subdivision of the local Silurian,
formally naming these units in 1973.
For the last 50 years, research on Chicago-area Silurian rocks has
focused on reefs. Fenton (1931) and Bretz (1939) published the first
descriptions of reefs in the area. Classic papers by Lowenstam (1948, 1949,
1950, 1952, 1957) as well as those by Willman et al . (1950), Lowenstam et al
.
(1956), Willman (1962), Ingels (1963), Pray (1976), and McGovney (1978)
indicate the scientific importance of Chicago Silurian reefs, especially the
reef at Thornton.
Paleontological studies have followed an erratic course. McChesney
(1860, 1361) was the first to describe Chicago-area Silurian fossils scien-
tifically. Shortly afterwards Winchell and Marcy (1865) described the
Silurian fauna of the Bridgeport Quarry (29th and Halsted Streets, Chicago).
They promptly got into an argument about priority with James Hall (1865), who
had also described a few fossils Shepard and others had given him from that
quarry.
Although many papers describing individual taxa were published, Stuart
Weller was the first to attempt the description of an entire fauna. However,
he published only two parts (Crinoidea, 1900; Trilobita, 1907) of an intended
treatment of all Chicago-area Silurian fossils. The papers about brachiopods
and other taxa were never completed.
Since the 1930s almost nothing has been published about Chicago Silurian
macro fossils. Most groups are in need of taxonomic revision, but only the
trilobites are being studied. Biostratigraphic studies of conodonts (Liebe
and Rexroad, 1977) and graptolites (Ross, 1962a, b), however, have been
successfully used to date portions of the section.
An important part of Chicago Silurian paleontology is Lowenstam's work on
interreef and reef biotas. His interreef studies (1942, 1948), which incor-
porated paleoecology and taphonomy, were instrumental in solving what appeared
to be biogeographic anomalies between reef and interreef biotas. His
paleoecologic studies (1950, 1957) of Chicago and other midwestern Silurian
reefs were the first comprehensive works of their kind.
Ordovician-Silurian Boundary
A prominent unconformity marks the Ordovician-Silurian boundary throughout the
Midwest. This unconformity is the result of a major regression of the epicon-
tinental sea in response to late Ordovician glacio-eustatic sea level drop
(Sheehan, 1973; Berry and Boucot, 1973). During this regression, Maquoketa
Group strata in northeastern Illinois emerged and were eroded extensively. In
some areas, the Maquoketa surface is irregular, exhibiting more than 100 feet
(30 m) of relief. Erosion has removed most of the Neda, much of the Brainard,
and, in some places, the Fort Atkinson Formations (fig. 3).
By the beginning of the Silurian, glaciation waned and the epicontinental
sea transgressed the Maquoketa surface. Deeply eroded areas were flooded
first and filled with highly argillaceous reworked Maquoketa sediments (Brown
and Whitlow, 1960; Whitlow and Brown, 1963; Willman, 1962, 1973). Silurian
sediments became increasingly carbonate rich as the Maquoketa surface was
buried and the supply of argillaceous sediments diminished. However, influ-
ence of the Maquoketa on Silurian deposition did not end until well into the
late Llandoverian.
In general, Maquoketa Group and pre-Joliet Dolomite Silurian rock units
display an inverse thickness relationship reflecting this regressive-
transgressive sequence (fig. 3). In some of the areas (stop 1) where the
Ordovician is deeply eroded, however, the thickness of Silurian Wilhelmi and
Elwood Formations does not equal the estimated thickness of the pre-erosional
Maquoketa. This is probably due to the limited local source of Maquoketa.
Wilhelmi Formation
Willman (1973) proposed the name Wilhelmi Formation for the lower noncherty
portion of the basal Silurian Edgewood Formation, including the Channahon and
Essex Limestones, of northeastern Illinois. The type section is in the
Schweizer West Section railroad cut (SE SW SE Sec. 35, T. 35 N. , R. 9 E.
,
Channahon 7.5-minute Quadrangle) (Willman, 1962, p. 84; 1973, p. 50) along the
east side of the Des Plaines River in southern Will County.
The Wilhelmi displays a distinct gradation between basal dolomitic shale
and highly argillaceous dolomite. Ranging from 0-100 feet (0-30 m) in
thickness, the unit has an irregular distribution pattern. It usually
overlies the Fort Atkinson or some part of the lower two-thirds of the
Brainard.
These features indicate that the topography and lithology of the
underlying Maquoketa controlled deposition. In areas where the Maquoketa has
been eroded deeply, the Wilhelmi is thick and highly argillaceous at its base;
where the Maquoketa is thick and only slightly eroded, the Wilhelmi can be
very thin or absent. A few inches of Wilhelmi lithology overlies argillaceous
strata of the Brainard or Neda Formation at most of these sites.
The Wilhelmi is subdivided into two members, the Schweizer (below) and
Birds (above) (Willman, 1973). Contact between the members is gradational and
difficult to identify. The Birds Member has a lower argillaceous content than
the Schweizer; the first appearance of distinct dolomite strata can be used to
define the contact.
The Wilnelmi also occurs in northwestern Indiana (Rexroad and Droste,
1982). Wilhelmi-1 ike lithologies occur across a wide area of the Midwest,
including eastern Wisconsin (Willman, 1973); a similar unit, the Mosalem
Formation, is present in eastern Iowa (Brown and Whitlow, 1960) and
northwestern Illinois (Willman, 1973).
The Wilhelmi is dated as lower to middle Llandoverian on the basis of
conodonts and graptolites. Reworked and worn Maquoketa conodonts are common
in the Wilhelmi (Liebe and Rexroad, 1977). The Schweizer Member was assigned
to the Panderodus simplex Zone (Liebe and Rexroad, 1977; Rexroad and Droste,
1982); the Birds Member, to the Spathognathodus hassi (= Ozarkodina hassi )
interval of the Distomodu s kentuckyensis Zone (Rexroad and Droste, 1932).
Graptolites recovered from near the top of the Schweizer suggest an A-2
acuminatus Zone in the Rhuddanian Stage of the Llandoverian (Ross, 1962a).
The presence of 0_. hassi in the Birds suggests an Idwian or Fronian age.
The Wilhelmi also contains macrofossils. Rare lingulid brachiopods,
disarticulated dalmanitid trilobites, and trace fossils occur in basal shaly
strata. The upper, more dolomitic strata are very fossil iferous in some
places, containing common gastropods, disarticulated trilobites ( Leonaspis ,
common calymenids), a variety of disarticulated brachiopods, bryozoans,
pelmatozoan debris, and orthoconic nautiloids.
Recognition of the lower Wilhelmi contact may be difficult in areas where
the underlying Maquoketa is shaly. According to Willman (1973), the
appearance of green shale is an indication of Maquoketa; the Wilhelmi is
generally dark gray. At the National Quarry, however, 7 feet (2.1 m) of green
shale unconformably overlies Fort Atkinson and underlies definite Wilhelmi.
We believe this green shale is basal Wilhelmi that consists of reworked
Maquoketa sediments.
El wood Dolomite
The Elwood Dolomite consists of the upper cherty portion of the former
Edgewood Formation in northeastern Illinois (Willman, 1973). Its type section
is on the east bank of the Des Plaines River in the Schweizer North Section
railroad cut (NW NW SE Sec. 36, T. 35 N., R. 9 E., Channahon 7.5-minute
Quadrangle) in southern Will County.
The Elwood is a cherty argillaceous dolomite that ranges from 0-30 feet
(9.1 m) in thickness. Displaying an irregular distribution pattern, the
Elwood partially infills erosional low areas on the Maquoketa surface in a
manner similar to the Wilhelmi. Its argillaceous content apparently is
derived from reworked Maquoketa sediments. In areas where thick, little-
eroded sections of Maquoketa occur, the Elwood is absent. This includes the
area along the Kankakee River in Will County and South Elgin in Kane County
(Willman, 1973). The Elwood is well-exposed along the Des Plaines River.
The Elwood is part of a lower Silurian gradational succession of upwardly
decreasing argillaceous content. Consequently, lower and upper contacts are
difficult to locate in some places. The lower contact is usually defined as
the first appearance of chert; however, scattered chert nodules also
occur in the upper Wilhelmi. The boundary may be marked more appropriately
by the appearance of distinct argillaceous partings. The upper contact is
defined by the absence of chert and the occurrence of the Platymerella zone at
the top of the Elwood; however, Platymerella extend into the overlying
10
Kankakee Dolomite. Although this upper contact is somewhat gradational , the
lowest Kankakee (Drummond Member) can be recognized by its porous crystalline
texture and lack of argillaceous partings.
Like the Birds Member of the Wilhelmi Formation, the Elwood is assigned
to the lower portion of the Distomodus kentuckyensis Zone (early to middle
Llandoverian) and is characterized by Ozarkodina hassi (Liebe and Rexroad,
1977; Rexroad and Droste, 1982).
The Elwood fauna resembles that of the underlying dolomitic upper beds of
the Wilhelmi; both contain gastropods, rugose corals, disarticulated
brachiopods, bryozoans, and disarticulated trilobites ( Leonaspis , phacopids,
encrinurines, but fewer calymenids than in the Wilhelmi )
.
The Elwood is correlated with the Sexton Creek Limestone to the south and
east (Willman, 1973; Rexroad and Droste, 1982). It resembles the Blanding
Formation of northwestern Illinois and eastern Iowa, but the massive strata of
the Tete des Mortes Formation that intervene between the Blanding and the
Wilhelmi-equivalent Mosalem Formation is absent. Lithologically similar
strata succeed the Wilhelmi-equivalent in east-central Wisconsin (Willman,
1973), but are absent from southeastern Wisconsin.
Kankakee Dolomite
Savage (1916) named the Kankakee Dolomite for strata that include the
Platymerella and Microcardinalia zones. The type section is located in
Kankakee River State Park on the north bank of the river at the Cowan Quarry
(SE SW NW Sec. 26, T. 32 N., R. 10 E., Herscher 15-minute Quadrangle) in Will
County.
The Kankakee is thin-bedded and purer than the underlying Elwood
Dolomite. Thin, wavy, argillaceous partings define the bedding. The Kankakee
is the lowest Silurian unit deposited over the entire region, and ranges from
20-50 feet (6-15 m) in thickness (Willman, 1973).
In areas where the Neda or a nearly complete section of Brainard is
preserved, the Elwood is generally absent and the Kankakee overlies a few
inches of Wilhelmi-like strata at the base of Silurian. These strata are
contemporaneous with late Elwood or early Kankakee deposition and younger than
most other Wilhelmi.
Willman (1973) designated four members of the Kankakee Dolomite. The
basal Drummond Member is a massive, vuggy, pure dolomite that is 1-11 feet
(0.3-3.3 m) thick. It contains argillaceous partings, glauconite grains, and
scattered P 1 atymere 1 1 a at its base. Scattered silicified tabulate corals and
stromatoporoids occur. The thinnest Drummond overlies thick sections of
Maquoketa sediments, which represented topographically high areas.
The overlying Offerman Member ranges from 2.5-11 feet (0.8-3.3 m) in
thickness; it is thinnest where the Maquoketa is thickest. The Offerman is
thinner-bedded and more argillaceous than strata above and below.
The succeeding Troutman Member, a pure, porous dolomite that has many
wavy argillaceous partings, is the thickest of the Kankakee members, ranging
from 11-29 feet (3.3-8.8 m) in thickness. It also thins over thick Maquoketa
sections.
The uppermost member of the Kankakee Dolomite, the Plaines, is a massive,
\/ery pure, porous dolomite, ranging in thickness from 1.2-2.7 feet (0.4-0.8
m). In places it is a pelmatozoan-rich grainstone. This unit is conspic-
uous: its upper contact with the Brandon Bridge Member of the Joliet Dolomite
is the most prominent stratigraphic marker in the Silurian of northeastern
Illinois. The Plaines has a distinctively smooth upper surface riddled with
"pits" and burrows. Whether this surface marks an unconformity has been
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debated (Willman, 1962). Although this surface undulates slightly in
northeastern Illinois, in southeastern Wisconsin a definite unconformity
exists (Mikulic, 1977). The lower Plaines boundary is gradational with the
Troutman.
On the basis of conodonts from the Distomodus kentuckyensis Zone, the
Kankakee is assigned a middle to late Llandoverian age (Liebe and Rexroad,
1977; Rexroad and Droste, 1982).
The Kankakee is not faunally diverse. The Drummond contains Platymerella
in its basal strata and silicified favositid corals and stromatoporoids in its
upper strata. The Troutman displays scattered rugose and tabulate corals,
pelmatozoan debris, trilobites, and brachiopods. The pelmatozoan-rich Plaines
contains common pentamerid and Microcardinal ia brachiopods, scattered
halysitid and rugose corals, and stromatoporoids.
The Kankakee is correlated with the Sweeney Formation in northwestern
Illinois and portions of the Mayville and Byron Dolomites in Wisconsin. To
the east, the Kankakee extends into extreme northwestern Indiana. To the
south, it thins and becomes indistinguishable from the Sexton Creek Limestone
(Rexroad and Droste, 1982).
Joliet Dolomite
The Joliet Dolomite was named by Savage (1926) for Silurian exposures around
Joliet. Its type section is in the National Quarry (NE SE Sec. 21, T. 35 N.,
R. 10 E., Joliet 7.5-minute Quadrangle) in the southeastern part of Joliet,
Will County (see Willman, 1973, p. 47-48; stop 3, this guidebook).
The Joliet grades from a basal, highly argillaceous dolomite to a pure
dolomite at the top. Ranging from 40-80 feet (12.2-24.3 m) in thickness, the
Joliet occurs throughout the Chicago area, although in some places it has been
removed by post-Silurian erosion.
The Joliet consists of three members (Willman, 1973): the lowermost
Brandon Bridge, the Markgraf, and the uppermost Romeo. Contacts between
members are gradational, making precise boundary determinations difficult.
The Brandon Bridge Member is the most distinctive Silurian unit in the
region. It is a highly argillaceous dolomite, 11-25 feet (3.3-7.6 m) thick,
characterized by greenish-gray or reddish-gray color and common thin,
irregular, discontinuous argillaceous partings. The unit is dark gray where
its characteristic coloration is absent. In places it is shaly; near the
middle of the unit is a persistent 1-foot (0.3 m) shaly layer. Its argillaceous
content was not locally derived from Maquoketa sediments because they were
then covered by the underlying Kankakee Dolomite.
An unconformity marks the base of the Brandon Bridge. The upper contact
is marked by the highest zone of abundant argillaceous partings; however,
typical Brandon Bridge lithology may extend a few inches above.
The presence of three successive conodont zones-- Distomod us kentucky-
ensi s, Pterospatho dus celloni , and Pterospathodus amorphognattibide s- Ko c kel el 1 a
ranul iformis --shows that the age of the Brandon Bridge ranges from late
Llandoverian through early Wenlockian (Liebe and Rexroad, 1977; Rexroad and
Droste, 1982). Conodonts are unusually common in this unit, as are arenaceous
foraminifers (Dunn, 1942). Graptolites from the Brandon Bridge in Wisconsin
support the conodont age assignment (W.B.N. Berry, personal communication,
1977).
Macrofossils are scarce in the Brandon Bridge. Pelmatozoan debris,
including rare stem sections, occurs in more calcareous strata near the top of
the unit. Scattered orthoconic nautiloids and brachiopods are present.
Disarticulated specimens of the trilobite Stenopareia imperator are the most
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common and conspicuous faunal element, but even these are widely scattered.
Other trilobites, including Leonaspi s, scutelluids, cheirurids, and caly-
menids, are rare. A relatively extensive soft-bodied biota has been uncovered
at a single locality in Wisconsin (Mikulic et al
.
, in press). Abundant trace
fossils occur in more shaly portions of the unit.
The Brandon Bridge Member can be traced into northwestern Indiana where
Rexroad and Droste (1982) considered it equivalent to basal Salamonie
Dolomite. In northeastern Indiana they considered it equivalent to the Stroh
Member of the Cataract Formation. The Brandon Bridge is found as far north as
Milwaukee and Waukesha Counties, Wisconsin, where it wedges out abruptly
against a scarp of unnamed cherty dolomite (Mikulic, 1977). Although the same
foraminiferal zone occurs at Grafton, Jersey County, Illinois, the Brandon
Bridge cannot be traced 1 ithologically to the south or west from northeastern
Illinois.
The overlying Markgraf Member is a thick-bedded to massive, light gray,
argillaceous dolomite from 12-28 feet (3.6-8.5 m) thick. Argillaceous content
decreases upward within the unit, and well -developed chert nodules occur in
discrete layers throughout. Conodonts from the Pterospatho dus
amorphognathoides - Kockelella ranul iformis Zone occur in the lower part of the
unit, indicating a late Llandovarian-early Wenlockian age (Liebe and Rexroad,
1977; Rexroad and Droste, 1982). No biostratigraphical ly useful fossils have
been found in the upper part of the Markgraf. Scattered orthoconic nautiloids
and horizontal trails are present. The Markgraf correlates with the middle
part of the Salamonie Dolomite to the east in Indiana (Rexroad and Droste,
1982) and with part or all of the Waukesha Dolomite to the north in Wisconsin
(Mikulic, 1977).
The Romeo Member is 18-34 feet (5.5-10.3 m) thick and consists of thick-
bedded to massive, pure, porous to vuggy dolomite. Nodular chert occurs near
the middle of the unit. Throughout the Romeo, stylolites are common and
argillaceous partings are rare or absent.
In places the Romeo is a grainstone composed primarily of pelmatozoan
debris. Locally, it is \/ery fossil iferous, containing cystoids
( Holocystites ), a variety of crinoids, trilobites ( Bumastus ioxus , Ommokris
vigilans
,
Cheirurus
, Calymene) , platyceratid gastropods, rugose corals,
orthoconic nautiloids, and diverse brachiopods. The uppermost Romeo fauna,
dominated by calymenids, resembles that of the overlying Sugar Run Dolomite;
dendritic pelmatozoan root systems are locally common in these strata. The
Romeo grades into the more argillaceous Sugar Run Dolomite above.
No biostratigraphically useful conodonts have been recovered from the
Romeo, but the unit's position above the Markgraf suggests a Wenlockian age.
Correlation with other areas is difficult because the Romeo is 1 ithologically
similar to strata of several horizons and 1 ithologically and paleontologically
resembles reef strata in other units. The Romeo does correlate with the basal
Racine Dolomite in southeastern Wisconsin (Mikulic, 1977).
Sugar Run Dolomite
Willman (1973) named the Sugar Run Dolomite for strata occurring between the
Joliet and Racine Dolomites. Formerly, Willman (1943) referred to this unit
as Waukesha Formation. The type section of the Sugar Run is located at the
National Quarry (NE SE Sec. 21, T. 35 N., R. 10 E., Joliet 7.5-minute
Quadrangle) in Joliet, Will County (Willman, 1973, p. 47; stop 3, this
guidebook).
The Sugar Run is a well-bedded, even-textured, dense, nonporous,
argillaceous, gray dolomite that is 10-30 feet (0.3-9.1 m) thick. Prominent
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thin, greenish-gray, argillaceous partings cause the well-bedded appearance.
The basal contact is placed at the highest occurrence of pure, porous,
crystalline dolomite of the underlying Joliet Dolomite. The upper contact
lies at the first appearance of rough-textured, abundantly cherty, brown
dolomite.
Although the Sugar Run is considered Wenlockian (Berry and Boucot, 1970),
no conclusive biostratigraphic evidence has been found. The Sugar Run has
been correlated with the Waukesha Dolomite of southeastern Wisconsin; in
reality, the Waukesha Dolomite correlates with the Markgraf and possibly part
of the Romeo Member of the Joliet Dolomite. The Sugar Run is equivalent to
part of the "Lannon" strata of the Racine Dolomite in Wisconsin (Mikulic,
1977).
In some portions of the Sugar Run, fossils are common and diverse.
Conspicuous on the bedding surfaces are thin, sinuous trails as much as 1 foot
(0.3 m) in length, commonly filled with greenish-gray argillaceous material.
The trilobite Sthenarocalymene celebra is characteristic of the unit.
Scattered specimens occur articulated, outstretched, and upright. Around the
cities of Lemont and Joliet S_. celebra is common in lower Sugar Run strata; it
is accompanied by diverse trilobites, crinoids, brachiopods, and other taxa.
Of the 20 trilobite species in these strata, only S^. celebra commonly occurs
complete. Orthoconic nautiloids as much as 3 feet (0.9 m) in length are
distributed throughout much of the Sugar Run. Fine pelmatozoan debris is
common, and large dendritic root systems occur sporadically.
Lowenstam (1948) described the paleoecology and taphonomy of the Sugar Run
("Waukesha") at Lemont and the National Quarry. He observed several small
reef bodies that contained no obvious framebuilders and lacked flank strata,
but were pure dolomite bodies distinct from surrounding well-bedded argil-
laceous strata.
The Sugar Run is an easily-quarried and durable building stone. In the
late 1800s an extensive building stone industry operating around Lemont and
Joliet utilized these strata for cut and split stone.
The abundance of complete Sthenarocalymene celebra specimens in the Sugar
Run has made Lemont one of the better known fossil-collecting localities in
the Great Lakes area. Thousands have been collected since construction of the
Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal around the turn of the century. Unfortun-
ately, by the early 1950s all quarries operating in these strata had closed,
and the subsequent removal of canal dump piles and the heavy industrial and
residential development of the area have restricted fossil collecting severely.
These strata are exposed to a limited extent at the Barbers Corners Quarry of
the Elmhurst-Chicago Stone Company (stop 4).
Racine Dolomite
The name "Racine limestone" was proposed by James Hall (1862) for highly
fossil iferous exposures of Silurian rocks at the city of Racine, Wisconsin.
Its type section is along the Root River (E 1/2 Sec. 6, T. 3 N., R. 23 E.,
Racine North 7.5-minute Quadrangle), Racine County, Wisconsin. Savage (1926)
introduced the name "Racine limestone" for strata in the Chicago area;
Willman (1973) retained the name, but included part of Savage's (1926)
misidentified "Waukesha limestone" and all of the Port Byron limestone. This
latter unit, as recognized by Savage, was based on dubious paleontological,
not lithological, features.
The Racine Dolomite in Illinois correlates with only part of the Racine
as originally defined in southeastern Wisconsin. There, the base of the
Racine includes strata equivalent to the Romeo and Sugar Run of the Chicago
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area (Mikulic, 1977). The Illinois Racine correlates with the Wabash
Formation of Indiana (Willman, 1973).
As much as 300 feet (100 m) thick in places, the Racine was truncated by
post-Silurian erosion in the Chicago area. The Racine is lithologically
diverse, and the common reefs influenced deposition of many nonreef Racine
lithologies.
Basal Racine, as defined in northeastern Illinois, is a highly cherty
argillaceous dolomite, overlain by massive, porous, crystalline, pure
dolomite. These two lithologies recur higher in the Racine. Other Racine
lithologies include bedded, porous, crystalline, pure dolomite; noncherty
argillaceous dolomite; thin dolomitic shales; and nodular dolomite. The exact
succession of these lithologies has not been established, but the Racine
appears to become more argillaceous in upper strata near the southwest corner
of Lake Michigan. Because of regional dip, this area has the greatest
thickness of Silurian rocks in northeastern Illinois.
Reefs occur at various horizons in the Racine. Some of the largest, such
as Thornton Reef, began prior to and continued to develop during Racine
deposition. Generally, reefs consist of a small massive core surrounded by
radially dipping flank strata. Reefs may have attained diameters of 0.9 miles
(1.5 km) and thicknesses of 1,000 feet (300 m), as suggested at Thornton
(McGovney, 1978). Reef rock is pure, crystalline, porous, highly fossili-
ferous, mottled light and dark gray dolomite.
The Racine is considered late Wenlockian-Ludlovian (Berry and Boucot,
1970). Ross (1962b) described early Ludlovian graptolites in interreef strata
at Blue Island, Illinois.
The same locality has produced the unusual biota dominated by the annelid
worm Lecthaylus gregarius described by Weller (1925) and Roy and Croneis
(193iy! Lowenstam (1942, 1948) demonstrated that the interreef biota at this
locality was not a biogeographic anomaly, but represented the normal nonreef
biota contemporaneous with the better-known, more prominent reef biota.
Racine reefs contain a more diverse biota than most other Silurian rocks.
Crinoids, cystoids, trilobites, cephalopods and other molluscs, brachiopods,
and corals are especially diverse and abundant. Because of their high purity,
proximity to urban centers, and greater resistance to erosion in comparison to
interreef rock, reef-controlled bedrock hills on the Chicago Lake Plain were
quarried extensively for lime in the 1800s. The abundant fossils in these
quarries attracted the attention of professional and amateur paleontologists.
Although demand for lime decreased dramatically around World War I, the high
purity Racine is still important as a source of aggregate and some flux. The
Thornton Quarry, the largest quarry in the Chicago area, produces only from
Racine reef strata.
Silurian Conodont Biostratigraphy
In contrast to the studies of the Late Ordovician, those of Silurian conodonts
have been sporadic. With the exception of important contributions about the
Bainbridge (Branson and Mehl, 1933) and the Brassfield (Branson and Branson,
1947), yery few publications appeared until Walliser's (1964) classic work on
the Silurian conodont biostratigraphy of the Carnic Alps in Austria.
Walliser's work provided incentive for additional conodont studies around the
world. In the Midcontinent area, Rexroad and coworkers began their first
(1965) of many studies of Silurian conodont biostratigraphy in Indiana and
surrounding areas.
Several problems contributed to the difficulties of studying dolomite-
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dominated regions like northeastern Illinois. Prior to the utilization of
acetic and other acids in the late 1950s, carbonates were largely ignored by
conodont workers. Other problems encountered, such as slow digestion of
dolomites in acid and a paucity of biostratigraphically significant conodonts,
made defining and using zones difficult.
In 1971, Rexroad and Ni col 1 summarized Silurian conodont biostratigraphy
of North America. Since that time, the number of papers on the subject has
greatly increased, but the only changes have been modifications of existing
zones and the addition of several zones of only local significance. Rexroad
and Droste (1982) summarized the revised zonation and nomenclature most
applicable to our area (fig. 4).
The lowest Silurian zone, the Panderodus simplex Zone in the Schweizer
Member of the Wilhelmi Formation, lacks biostratigraphically important
conodonts. In addition to P. simplex
,
Wall iserodus curvatus and reworked
Cincinnati an forms occur.
The Distomodus kentuckyensis Zone succeeds the _P. simplex Zone. Although
JJ. kentuckyens is characterizes and ranges throughout the zone, it is usually
rare. Therefore, the zone is difficult to recognize unless a series of
samples is collected. The zone extends from approximately the base of the
Birds Member of the Wilhelmi, through the Elwood and Kankakee, and into the
Brandon Bridge Member of the Joliet Dolomite.
In northeastern Illinois, Liebe and Rexroad (1977) recognized a lower
subzone of the Distomodus kent uc kyens is Zone for local use. Rexroad and
Droste (1982) now refer to it as the "S pathognathodus hassi " interval (= 0.
hassi ). Characteristic species include Ozarkodina hassi and related forms,
notably 0. abrupta . This interval occurs in the Birds Member of the Wilhelmi
and in the Elwood Dolomite. Conodonts indicative of this interval also have
been found on Anticosti Island, Quebec (McCracken and Barnes, 1981) and in the
Welsh Borderland of Britain (Aldridge, 1972).
The Pterospathodus celloni Zone (as used by Rexroad and Nicoll, 1971)
succeeds the JJ. kentuckyensis Zone. This zone usually embodies a short
stratigraphic interval that is widely recognized throughout the Midcontinent.
It is characterized by the range zone of £. celloni . Pterospathodus
amorphognathoides is occasionally present in the upper part of the zone. At
the National Quarry, the _P. celloni Zone is present in a short interval below
the green shale bed in the lower third of the Brandon Bridge Member of the
Jol iet Dolomite.
The highest formal zone used in the region is the Pterospathodus
amorphognathoides - Kockelella ranul iform is Zone (as used by Rexroad and Nicoll,
1971). It is characterized by the two name givers, as well as Distomodus
staurognathoi des
,
Ozarkodina pol incl inata , Carniodus carn ulus, and Dapsil odus
obi iquicostatus
. Our limited data and that of Rexroad and Droste (1982)
suggest that J<. ranul i fo rmis may be restricted to the upper part of the
zone. This suggests that splitting the zone or using a local subzone
designation may be appropriate. Barrick and Klapper (1976) have erected two
zones for this interval in Oklahoma on the basis of different ranges of P_.
amorphognathoides and K. ranul iformis . They also proposed three additional
zones based on other species of Kockelella
.
In northeastern Illinois no
conodont zones have been erected above the £. amorpho gnathoides -K.
ranul iformis Zone because no biostratigraphically significant conodonts have
been found above it. Additional samples are being processed from the Markgraf
and Romeo Members of the Joliet Dolomite and the Sugar Run and Racine
Dolomites. If a few key species can be recovered, these units can be placed
in a precise biostratigraphic framework.
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ROAD LOG
.4 .4 Turn
.3 .7 Turn
.3 1.0 Turn
1.6 2.6 Turn
4.1 6.7 Turn
Mileage
Point-to-
point Cumulative
Leave Northern Illinois University; proceed east
onto Highway 38 (Lincoln Highway) from Castle
Drive.
left onto First Street; proceed north.
right onto Sycamore Road; proceed northeast.
left onto Sycamore Road, now Highway 23.
right onto Barber-Greene Road; proceed east.
right to quarry office.
Stop 1. Sears Pit, Elmer Larson, Inc.; Elwood,
Wilhelmi, Brainard, and Fort Atkinson Formations.
Time: 1 hour.
Return to Barber-Greene Road; turn left (west).
Turn left (south) onto Airport Road.
Turn left (east) onto Highway 38.
Turn right (south) onto Highway 47.
Turn left (east) onto Highway 126.
Cross crest of Minooka Moraine.
Highway 126 joins Highway 30 in Plainfield;
continue east.
Follow Highway 30 (Highway 126 turns northeast).
Proceed straight ahead (south) on Highway 59.
Intersection with Interstate 55; proceed south
on Interstate 55.
Cross Illinois and Michigan Canal.
On left at edge of Channahon Mound is an old
quarry in Fort Atkinson Dolomite.
1.1 64.2 Exit 247 to Bluff Road; proceed left (east) on,
Bluff Road.
.9 65.1 Stop 2. Vick's Pit, Meyer Material Company;
Sandwich Fault Zone—eastern extension.
Time: 1.5 hours.
Return to Bluff Road.
Turn right (north) onto Interstate 55.
Exit right onto Highway 6; proceed northeast.
For the next 2 miles on the right (east) we will
see abandoned gravel pits of the Chicago Gravel
Company. The pits north of Rock Run were
located in Flat Head Mound, a large terrace
remnant now completely removed. In some places
the floor of the pits is bedrock. Approxi-
mately 30 feet (9.1 m) of Wilhelmi Formation is
exposed along the bluff and in old quarries on
the west bank of Des Plaines River (east edge
Sec. 35).
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6.7
.4 7.1
3.1 10.2
9.2 19.4
19.5 38.9
9.6 48.5
2.9 51.4
.6 52.0
.4 52.4
7.0 59.4
2.7 62.1
1.0 63.1
65.1
.4 65.5
1.4 66.9
1.5 68.4
4.4 72.8
.1 72.9
.4 73.3
.1 73.4
.05 73.45
.65 74.1
.8 74.9
.3 75.2
Angle right onto Brandon Road.
Turn right (south), following Brandon Road; cross
Brandon Bridge over the Des Plaines River;
Brandon Locks on left.
Low outcrops of Brandon Bridge Member of Jol iet
Dolomite north of railroad bridge.
Abandoned quarries of Lincoln Stone Company on
right (west); type section of Brandon Bridge
Member of Jol iet Dolomite (see Willman, 1962,
1973). Formerly, three adjacent quarries pro-
duced crushed stone. The quarry on the left
was opened in 1916; all closed in the late
1970s. These quarries once exposed a section
from the El wood to the Romeo, but they are now
flooded below the Troutman Member of the
Kankakee Dolomite.
Turn left (east) onto Patterson Road.
Cross Sugar Run; outcrops are visible along
railroad and at bridge over creek.
Turn right (south) onto Highway 53.
Stop 3. National Quarry, Vulcan Materials
Company; Ordovician-Silurian contact, Fort
Atkinson through Sugar Run Dolomites.
Time: 1.5 hours.
75.2 Leave quarry.
.1 75.3 Lunch stop: turn right (east) into Nowell Park.
Time: 1 hour.
Outcrops of Sugar Run Dolomite along Sugar Run.
Leave park, turn right (north) onto Highway 53
(Chicago Street).
Turn right (east) onto Highway 30. Local Silurian
stone has been used in many buildings.
Jol iet Central High School, constructed of local
Silurian building stone.
Continue straight ahead (north) on Highway 171; do
not follow Highway 30 to right.
U. S. Steel-Joliet Works (now closed) on left; in
the early 1900s used Romeo Dolomite Member as
flux from old quarries at Romeo.
.4 78.7 Old Jol iet State Prison buildings of movie fame
(most recently in The Blues Brothers ); built in
1859 of local Silurian (primarily Sugar Run
Dolomite) building stone and still in use,
although the main prison was moved 2 miles to
the north. The availability of this building
stone and the shallow depth to bedrock to
prevent tunneling were two reasons the site was
chosen for the prison. During the late 1800s
prisoners were employed within the prison by
private companies for tasks such as stone
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75.3
1.6 76.9
.3 77.2
.5 77.7
.6 78.3
.4 80.5
1.3 81.8
.6 82.4
cutting. Quarries also were operated by the
prison for production of stone for state use.
The two quarries on the east side of Highway
171 were operated by prison labor for crushed
stone until the 1950s (fig. 5). Just north of
the prison is the site of the Kronmeyer
Quarries.
.2 78.9 Old Penitentiary Quarries on right (east) side of
street. The Sugar Run and Romeo were
quarried. Observe "Do Not Pick up Hitch-hiker"
signs.
.6 79.5 Old partially-filled quarries in Sugar Run and
Racine Dolomites in bluff on right.
.6 80.1 Statesville Penitentiary is visible in distance to
left. Just below bluff on left are the old W.
A. Steel, J. Daggett, and I. Nobes quarries.
In the 1870s Steel's quarries were among the
largest building-stone producers in the state,
shipping Sugar Run Dolomite throughout the
Midwest.
Outcrops along Fraction Run in Dellwood Park on
left; about 40 feet (12.2 m) of \/ery cherty
Racine Dolomite is exposed.
Turn left (west) onto Highway 7. Illinois and
Michigan Canal Museum one block north.
Alternate Stop 3A. Romeo Quarry, Material Service
Corporation, is on right, between Des Plaines
River and Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal; Elwood
through Sugar Run Dolomites.
.4 82.8 Turn right (north) onto Highway 53.
.5 83.3 Fitzpatrick farmhouse on right was recently
donated to the Landmarks Preservation Council
of Illinois by Material Service Corporation.
The building was constructed around 1860 of
local Silurian building stone.
2.7 86.0 Intersection with Romeo Road; proceed straight
ahead. Old Romeo Quarries, 1 mile (1.6 km)
east, were the source of the name of the Romeo
Member of the Joliet Dolomite, but do not
contain the type section. Note rock dump piles
to east made during construction of Chicago
Sanitary and Ship Canal in the 1890s.
2.3 88.3 Follow Highway 53 north (left).
4.1 92.4 Stop 4. Barbers Corners Quarry, Elmhurst-Chicago
Stone Company on left (west); Kankakee through
Sugar Run Dolomites.
Time: 1 hour.
92.4 Leave quarry by main entrance, turn right (south)
onto Highway 53.
7.0 99.4 Turn .onto Interstate 55; proceed north to Chicago.
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15.4 114.8
.9 115.7
.8 116.5
116.5
1.8 119.9
2.7 122.6
1.5 124.1
1.9 126.0
21.1 147.1
Exit 2823, proceed north on Highway 171 (First
Avenue)
.
Exit to Joliet Road; turn left.
Stops 5A, B, C. McCook Quarry, Vulcan Materials
Corporation; El wood through Racine Dolomites;
Racine reefs.
Time: 1.5 hours.
Leave quarry, turn right (north) onto La Grange
Road (Highway 45).
Turn left (west) onto Ogden Avenue (Highway 34).
Intersection with Interstate 294; turn right
(north)
Exit to Highway 5 (East-West Tollway); proceed
west to De Kalb.
York Road Toll Plaza.
Arrive at De Kalb.
Figure 5. Photograph of the Joliet State Prison Quarry, early 1900s.
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Figure 6. Stop 1, Sears Pit. 1984. SE NW and SW NE Section 15, T. 40 N., R. 5 E. Water level in sump marks the approximate top of the
Maquoketa. Dark strata at center of wall mark Wilhelmi-Elwood contact.
STOP 1. Sears Pit, Elmer Larson, Inc.
Location: SE NW and SW NE Section 15, T. 40 N., R. 5 E., Sycamore
7.5-minute Quadrangle, Cortland Township, De Kalb County, Illinois. The
quarry is on the west bank of the Kishwaukee River about 2.5 miles (4 km)
northeast of Cortland. Bedrock elevation is approximately 820 feet.
At this stop we will examine the Silurian Wilhelmi and El wood Formations,
the Ordovician-Sil urian contact, and the Ordovician Brainard and Fort Atkinson
Formations in an area where the Maquoketa has been eroded deeply. The
Wilhelmi and Elwood are suprisingly thin here compared with other areas where
the Maquoketa is thin (National and McCook Quarries).
The Silurian exposures in Sears Pit are part of an outlier
surrounded by older rocks of the Maquoketa Group. This outlier, which has
no obvious surface expression, represents the largest areal extent of
Silurian rocks in De Kalb County.
The bedrock surface here is covered by as much as 35 feet (10.6 m) of
Quaternary sediments in the southwest corner. Gravel covered most of the
quarry area, but it disappeared to the southwest, where till predominates.
Float copper as much as 1 foot (0.3 m) in diameter has been found in the
gravel (M. Larson, personal communication, 1984).
Approximately 25-35 feet (7.6-10.6 m) of Silurian dolomites are present
at this site. The most accessible exposure is along the old incline near the
pump in the northeast corner of the quarry (fig. 6). The Elwood, however, is
about 5 feet (1.5 m) thicker in the southwest corner. The section at the
incline (fig. 7) is as follows:
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Figure 7. Stop 1 , Sears Pit section. SE NW and
SW NE Section 15, T. 40 N., R. 5 E.
Silurian System
Elwood Dolomite 13.5 feet (4.1 m)
The top 5 feet (1.5 m) of this interval is thin-bedded to flaggy,
weathered, rough-textured, noncherty, crystalline, light pinkish- to
greenish-gray dolomite. Porous zones impart a mottled appearance.
Bedding surfaces are slightly irregular and covered with a thin
greenish-gray argillaceous coating. Brachiopods (possibly Platymerella )
occur about 1-3 feet (0.3-0.9 m) below the bedrock surface. The
specimens are small, disarticulated, and poorly preserved. A few
larger, articulated specimens, possibly in living position, are found
near the bottom of this interval. Gastropods, rugose corals, and
orthoconic nautiloids are present, but rare. Scattered pelmatozoan
debris occurs throughout the interval. Horizontal trails are common on
some bedding surfaces.
This interval is underlain by 9.5 feet (2.9 m) of similar dolomite
that becomes dense and nonporous towards the base. These strata contain
bands of dense, white, fossiliferous chert that contains pelmatozoan
debris, gastropods, and rugose corals. A conspicuous 3 inch (7.5 cm)
iron-stained chert layer occurs approximately 4.9 feet (1.5 m) above the
base.
These cherty strata are underlain by 3.2 feet (1 m) of dense,
noncherty dolomite. Argillaceous partings are weak and disappear
downward, giving the rock a thicker-bedded and more crystalline
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appearance. Silicif ied(?) pelmatozoan debris is common in some layers.
The presence of common Ozarkodina hassi and related forms indicates the
0_. hassi interval of the _D. kentuckyensis Zone.
Wilhelmi Formation 7 feet (2.1 m)
The Wilhelmi is a highly argillaceous, dark-gray, fine-grained,
nonporous dolomite. The common to abundant, wavy, thin, dark-gray
argillaceous partings weather into conspicuous creases. The rocks
appear massive on fresh surface, but weather into rubbly irregular
pieces. The top of the Wilhelmi is marked by a prominent bedding plane;
another prominent orange-brown bedding plane occurs 11 inches (27.9 cm)
below the top. Fossils consist of gastropods, brachiopods, and rare
calymenid trilobites.
Approximately 8 feet (2.4 m) of the section is covered at the pump.
Other exposures in the quarry suggest this interval is similar in lithology to
the strata above, but contains widely spaced layers of chert nodules. The
basal 3 feet (0.9 m) overlies the Maquoketa Group rocks in the partially
flooded incline. These strata, laminated in places, are thick-bedded,
nonporous, dense, blocky, olive-gray, even-textured argillaceous dolomite. No
argillaceous partings have been observed. The only indigenous conodonts
recovered from the basal 3 feet (0.9 m) were P_. simplex
, JW. curvatus and
Decoriconus costulatus
,
which strongly suggest the P_. simplex Zone. Reworked
Late Ordovician conodonts, which are often abraded, rounded or bleached, are
also present in the samples. The presence of only 15 feet (4.6 m) of Wilhelmi
overlying a thin Maquoketa is unusual.
Near the center of the west half of the quarry a large diameter, 3-foot
(0.9-m) high erosional mound of Maquoketa rocks projected above the quarry
floor. Silurian rocks draped over this mound, which is now covered by
Maquoketa debris.
Ordovician System
Maquoketa Group (exposed in the incline and sump)
Brainard Formation 3 feet (0.9 m)
This unit is highly fossiliferous, greenish-gray shale with abundant
brachiopods and bryozoans. Some purplish-gray strata occur, but these
do not represent the Neda Formation. Two samples from the Brainard
contained a moderately abundant conodont fauna (approximately 150
specimens/kg). The fauna includes Plectodina tenuis (60%), Phragmodus
undatus (25%), Panderodus gracilis (10%), P. panderi (1%),
Drepanoistodus suberectus (2%) and Oulodus ulrichi (< 1%)
.
Fort Atkinson Dolomite 5 feet (1.5 m)
The upper 2 feet (0.6 m) is crystalline, porous, fossiliferous, brown
dolomite. The remainder of this unit to the water level is interbedded
shale and dolomite.
A core drilled to 400 feet (120 m) below the quarry floor (fig. 8)
revealed the following section:
Fort Atkinson Dolomite: 25 feet (7.6 m)
Scales Shale: 120 feet (36.5 m)
Galena and Plateville Groups: 255 feet (77.7 m)
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Cook Co.
22-38N-12E
MSDGCDH 71-60 (Q-2)
McCook Quarry
Vulcan Materials Company
Galena^ Dolomite ^ Group
Figure 8. Geophysical logs showing correlation of Maquoketa and Silurian rock units at Olin Chemical Company Well #2 at Joliet
and at McCook Quarry (MSDGC core 71-60); Maquoketa rock units at Sears Pit.
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Quarry history . Elmer Larson started the company in the sand and gravel
business about 65 years ago. One of the gravel pits operated by this company
was located on the east side of the river, just north of the Sears Pit.
Silurian bedrock was uncovered at the bottom of this pit in the 1950s, and the
rock was later quarried for aggregate. The Sears Pit opened in 1967 after the
first site was exhausted. The outer boundaries of this property have been
reached, and the staff of the company have considered the novel idea of mining
dolomite from the underlying Galena Group. A 22-foot (6.7-m) deep incline was
constructed; unfortunately, flooding in 1983 temporarily ended the effort (M.
Larson, personal communication, 1984).
STOP 2. Vick's Pit, Meyer Material Company
Location: SE Section 10, T. 34 N., R. 9 E., Channahon 7.5-minute Quadrangle,
Channahon Township, Will County, Illinois. The quarry is located on the west
bank of the Des Plaines River about 2 miles (3.2 km) northeast of Channahon.
Bedrock elevation is approximately 570 feet.
At this locality we will see the eastern part of the Sandwich Fault
Zone. For a more detailed discussion of the Sandwich Fault Zone, see Kolata
et al. (1978).
The Sandwich Fault Zone is one of the longer fault zones in Illinois,
extending about 85 miles (136 km) from near Oregon, Ogle County, to near
Manhattan, Will County. It is generally 0.5-2 miles (0.8-3.2 km) wide.
Although commonly depicted as a single fault on small-scale maps, it consists
of numerous high-angle faults with vertical displacements of a few inches to
several hundred feet. It has a maximum cumulative displacement of about 800
feet (240 m) at its midpoint near Sandwich in southeastern De Kalb County (T.
37 N., R. 5 E.). The fault zone generally is upthrown on the south. The
throw diminishes northwest and southeast of the Sandwich area. In Will
County, at the eastern end, the south side of the fault zone is downthrown and
has a displacement of about 150 feet (45 m)
.
Because the surface relief of the area is relatively low and glacial
drift covers much of the bedrock, only a few individual faults are visible.
The fault zone is well-defined, however, by the areal distribution of lower
Paleozoic strata. The Cambrian Franconia Formation, the oldest bedrock
exposed in Illinois, is at bedrock surface on the upthrown south side of the
fault zone.
From the Fox River westward to near Rochelle, the position of the fault
zone and the magnitude of displacements have been inferred entirely from
subsurface information (Kolata et al., 1978). The exposures are confined
mainly to the areas at both ends of the fault zone.
Throughout most of its length, the Sandwich Fault Zone is concealed by
surficial deposits of glacial drift, loess, and alluvium. Faults can be
observed or inferred, however, from closely spaced outcrops in parts of
southern Ogle County, along the Fox River north of Millbrook in Kendall
County, and at Channahon Mound northeast of Channahon, Will County.
Channahon Mound is an erosional remnant that was formed at the time of
entrenchment of the Des Plaines River Valley during the interval of erosion
that followed the Kankakee Flood of Woodford i an age. The mound has about 40
feet (12.2 m) of relief and consists of resistant Ordovician and Silurian
dolomite covered by as much a 20 feet (6 m) of the Yorkville Till Member of
the Wedron Formation and 10 feet (3 m) of gravel of the Henry Formation. At
the bedrock surface at the north end of the mound, dolomite of the Fort
Atkinson is separated from Silurian rocks at the south end by a series of
northwest-trending faults. The cumulative displacement of the faults is
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downthrown on the south in contrast with the rest of the fault zone, which is
upthrown on the south side.
Faulted and shattered Silurian dolomite is particularly well-exposed
along a narrow haulage road that was cut nearly perpendicular to the fault
zone to connect the north and south parts of the quarry. Every Silurian
formation known to occur in northeastern Illinois is exposed in the quarry
within several prominent horsts and grabens.
One of the main faults (fault A, fig. 9; fig. 10) crosses the south
entrance to the haulage road. Fault A displaces the Elwood and Kankakee
Dolomites on the downthrown side adjacent to steeply down-dragged strata of
the Wilhelmi Formation on the upthrown (north) side. Stratigraphic relations
indicate a displacement of about 30 feet (9.1 m). The Wilhelmi rocks are in a
narrow horst block that is bounded by another fault (fault B, fig. 9; fig. 11)
approximately 300 feet (100 m) to the north. Fault B has a displacement of
about 100 feet (30 m) and brings the Joliet Dolomite (downthrown) into
juxtaposition with the Wilhelmi (upthrown). For about 400 feet (120 m)
ISGS 1978
Figure 9. Faults A through F in and near Vick's Pit (Meyer Material Company) on Channahon Mound, approximately 2 miles (3.2 km)
northeast of Channahon, Will County, Illinois.
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Figure 10. Faulted Silurian rocks in Vick's Pit (Meyer Material Company) on Channahon Mound (center of south line SE SW SE Section 10,
T. 34 N., R. 9 E.). Down-dragged beds of the Birds and Schweizer Members of the Wilhelmi Formation (on right) are upthrown in juxtaposition
with the Elwood Dolomite on the left. Displacement on the fauit (fault A, fig. 9) is approximately 30 feet (9.1 m).
Figure 11. Faulted Silurian rocks on west wall of haulage road in Vick's Pit (Meyer Material Company) on Channahon Mound (SE SE SW
SE Section 10, T. 34 N., R. 9 E.). Fault (fault B, fig. 9) at left brings the Wilhelmi Formation (upthrown) into juxtaposition with the Joliet
Dolomite (downthrown). The fault has a displacement of about 100 feet (30 m). Joliet rocks are shattered by numerous high-angle normal
faults with relatively small displacements. The beveled surface at the top of the bedrock is covered by as much as 20 feet (6.1 m) of the
Yorkville Till Member.
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north of fault B, the Joliet rocks are shattered by numerous high-angle
faults and joints (fig. 11).
Near the haulage road entrance to the north part of the quarry
approximately 400 feet (120 m) north of fault B in NW NW SE SE Section 10,
another major northwest-trending fault (fault C, fig. 9) is exposed. Fault C
brings Joliet strata, upthrown on the south side, in contact with basal cherty
dolomite of the Racine Dolomite on the north. Displacement of fault C is
about 40 feet (12.2 m). On the downthrown or north side of fault C the Racine
rocks are intensely shattered in a zone that is approximately 200 feet (60 m)
wide. Stratigraphic relations of individual blocks in this part of the fault
zone are very difficult to interpret.
Solution cavities are developed in the Racine Dolomite, particularly
along joints and faults. Many cavities are lined with pyrite and are filled
with greenish-gray clay and silt of Pennsylvanian age. On the basis of the
age determination of contained palynomorphs, R. A. Peppers (personal
communication, 1977) estimates that about 20 feet (6 m) of late Mississipppian
and early Pennsylvanian sandstone, shale, coal, and conglomerate are preserved
in a depression within this shattered zone. Within this depression, several
angular blocks of Silurian dolomite are mixed with Mississippian and
Pennsylvanian rocks. The evidence of solution, the draped nature of the
strata, and the jumbled occurrence of Silurian and younger rocks suggest that
the structure is a collapsed solution cavity. However, the evidence does not
preclude the possibility that the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian rocks were
let down by tectonic activity in the fault zone.
The zone of shattered Racine rocks is bounded on the north by a fault
(fault D, fig. 9) of about 30 feet (9.1 m) displacement that brings the Racine
(downthrown on the south) into juxtaposition with the Sugar Run Dolomite and
the basal Racine (upthrown on the north). In some places within the quarry,
the beds on the south or downthrown side are steeply dragged down and shat-
tered near the fault. The rocks on the upthrown side dip as much as 10° to
the southwest and strike northwest-southeast. At present, dolomite of the
Racine is exposed at the bedrock surface in the northernmost part of the
quarry.
Flat-lying dolomite of the Fort Atkinson Dolomite is intermittently
exposed along the north and east bluff of Channahon Mound south to a point in
the SE SE NW SW Section 10. Here, a northwest-trending fault (fault F, fig.
9) brings the Fort Atkinson Dolomite (upthrown) into juxtaposition with the
Wilhelmi Formation (downthrown). A 20- foot (6 m) wide zone of shattered
dolomite and shale along the west bank of the Des Plaines River marks the
position of the fault. A displacement of about 40 feet (12.2 m) is indicated
by stratigraphic relations.
These field observations indicate that a fault (fault E, fig. 9),
downthrown about 200 feet (60 m) on the south, probably passes through the
covered area between the Wilhelmi outcrops on the east bluff of the mound
along the Des Plaines River and the Racine exposure in the quarry to the
west. The Racine rocks &re preserved in a graben that is bounded by older
Silurian rocks on either side.
Quarry history . Elmer Larson, Inc. began producing crushed rock from the
south quarry of Vick's Pit in 1963. Meyer Material Company purchased the
quarry in 1973 and opened the north quarry. Production was halted in 1983
because the quarry had expanded to the property limits and the deeper strata
are poor quality. Approximately 250,000 tons of crushed rock per year were
removed during the 20 year period that the quarries were in operation. Most
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of the south quarry is now obscured by stock piles of crushed rock,
the north quarry is under water and inaccessible.
Part of
STOP 3. National Quarry, Vulcan Materials Company
Location: E 1/2 SE Section 21, T. 35 N., R. 10 E., Joliet and Elwood 7.5-
minute Quadrangles, Joliet Township., Will County, Illinois. The National
Quarry is located south of Joliet on the west side of State Highway 53, just
south of Sugar Run. The highest bedrock elevation is about 540 feet.
The National Quarry contains an extensive section that includes the
Ordovician Fort Atkinson Dolomite and the Wilhelmi through Sugar Run
Formations of the Silurian (figs. 12, 13). It is the type section of the
Sugar Run and Joliet Dolomites and the Romeo Member of the Joliet Dolomite.
At this stop we will examine the Ordovician-Sil urian boundary and the
Wilhelmi and Elwood Formations. The Kankakee, Joliet, and Sugar Run Dolomites
are inaccessible to large groups and will be examined at other stops.
This site has been included in several studies of Silurian rocks in
northeastern Illinois. Goldthwait (1909) described exposures along Sugar
Run. Solution cavities in the bedrock surface have been described by Fisher
(1925) and Bretz (1940). Lowenstam (1948) studied the paleoecology and
taphonomy of the Sugar Run Dolomite. Stratigraphic sections were published by
Figure 12. Stop 3, National Quarry. West wall showing entire Silurian and Ordovician section. 1984. E 1 /2 SE Section 21 , T. 35 N., R. 10 E.
Main floor of quarry (below machinery) marks top of Elwood.
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Savage (1926) and Willman (1973). Since Willman's work, the quarry has been
deepened, exposing Ordovician rocks and the Ordovician-Silurian contact. The
section exposed in the quarry includes the following:
Silurian System
Racine Dolomite +2 feet (0.6 m)
Lowenstan (1948) mentioned a 2-foot (0.6-m) erosional remnant of cherty
argillaceous dolomite at the top of the Sugar Run ("Waukesha")
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T. 35 N., R. 10 E.
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Dolomite. These strata can no longer be seen in the quarry, but their
lithologies and position indicate that they probably were Racine
Dolomite.
Sugar Run Dolomite 26.3 feet (8.0 m)
The Sugar Run Dolomite is a very well-bedded, fine-grained, nonporous,
argillaceous, light gray dolomite that contains a few small chert
nodules. It breaks into large blocks and thinner flaggy layers.
Bedding surfaces contain long, sinuous trails. Fossils are rare at this
quarry, but include poorly preserved complete specimens of the trilobite
Sthenarocalymene celebra and scattered orthoconic nautiloids (see
Lowenstam, 1948, for details). The lower 9.7 feet (2.9 m) of the Sugar
Run is more porous and crystalline, representing a transition to the
underlying Romeo (Willman, 1973). Pelmatozoan debris and dendritic root
systems occur. This transition zone is 1 ithologically more similar to
Romeo than to Sugar Run.
Joliet Dolomite 63 feet (19.2 m)
Romeo Member 20.3 feet (6.1 m)
The upper 5.8 feet (1.7 m) is crystalline, massive, porous, rough-
textured, gray dolomite that contains some pelmatozoan debris. The
remainder of the unit is similar to the upper strata, but contains
bands of chert nodules.
Markgraf Member 22.7 feet (6.9 m)
The Markgraf is argillaceous, dense, fine-grained, thick- to thin-
bedded, light gray dolomite. Chert occurs in bands, but is absent
from the lower 6.6 feet (2.0 m).
Brandon Bridge Member 20.0 feet (6.0 m)
The Brandon Bridge is divided into two parts. The upper 8 feet
(2.4 m) is crystalline, greenish- to pinkish-gray, nonporous,
argillaceous dolomite. Thin, irregular, discontinuous, argillaceous
partings are common. The top is marked by a zone of abundant
argillaceous partings. These upper strata overlie a 0-9 inch (0-22.8
cm) layer of greenish-gray shale. The lower 12 feet (3.6 m) is
highly argillaceous, dark greenish-gray to reddish-gray, thin-bedded
dolomite. The base of the Brandon Bridge is marked by a sharp
bedding plane that represents a regional unconformity.
Kankakee Dolomite 41.9 feet (12.7 m)
Plaines Member 3.3 feet (1.0 m)
The Plaines is a conspicuous, highly crystalline, porous, pure, light
brownish-gray dolomite. Pelmatozoan debris is common and occurs with
rare rugose corals and stromatoporoids. Dark greenish-gray trails
and burrows are common. A layer of pentamerid brachiopods and
Microcardia! ia occurs about 1 foot (0.3 m.) below the top.
Troutman Member 20.8 feet (6.3 m)
This member is thin-bedded, crystalline, nonporous, very rubbly-
textured, olive-gray dolomite. Thick, irregular, argillaceous
partings are common.
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Offerman Member 8.3 feet (2.5 m)
The Offerman is a lighter olive-gray and more argillaceous dolomite
than the Troutman.
Drummond Member 8.5 feet (2.6 m)
This member is massive to thick-bedded, dense, nonporous, olive-gray
dolomite. The lower 5.5 feet (1.7 m) is cherty, weakly bedded, and
rubbly-textured. The upper 3 feet (0.9 m) is massive, vuggy, porous,
and noncherty. Silicified Favosites and Platymerella occur near the
base. Except for cone elements, conodonts are uncommon through the
Kankakee. A few elements of Distomodus kentuckyensis are present.
Elwood Dolomite 33 feet (10.0 m)
The Elwood Dolomite is a yery cherty, argillaceous to pure, olive-gray
dolomite. The upper 5 feet (1.5 m) contains Platymerella
,
primarily as
disarticulated, nonoriented valves that are well-preserved in chert
nodules, but poorly preserved in the surrounding dolomite. Gastropods,
rugose corals, and trilobites ( Stenopareia ) are rare. The Elwood
changes from a pure, crystalline dolomite with a few thin argillaceous
partings at the top to a more argillaceous dolomite interbedded with
thick zones of argillaceous partings at the base. The upper surface of
the lower dolomite layer contains a variety of fossils, including
brachiopods, rugose corals, bryozoans, pelmatozoan ossicles, and trilo-
bites (calymenids, encrinurines, Leonaspis ). The conodont Ozarkodina
hassi is common in the lower Elwood, but rare in the upper Elwood.
Wilhelmi Formation 40 feet (12.1 m)
The Wilhelmi grades upward from a dolomitic shale to a dolomite
interbedded with shale. The upper strata are similar to basal Elwood.
Distinct dolomite layers are separated by thinner zones of argillaceous
partings. These dolomite layers are fossil iferous, containing
gastropods, brachiopods, bryozoans, cephalopods, and trilobites
(calymenids, Leonaspis ). The dolomite layers become less distinct, more
irregular, and more argillaceous towards the bottom. Light orange-gray
dolomitic bands occur down to about 10 feet (3.0 m) above the base. As
dolomite layers become thinner, zones of argillaceous partings become
layers of dolomitic shale. From 7-10 feet (2.1-3.0 m) above the base
the unit is a uniform, fine-grained, massive, nonporous, argillaceous,
dark gray dolomite that is highly bioturbated and has weakly defined
burrows and trails. The lower 7 feet (2.1 m) is a dark greenish-gray
shale that is massive on fresh exposure, but rapidly breaks down by
weathering. Dalmanitid trilobites, lingulids, and rare trails occur
near the top of this interval. Superficially, this unit resembles the
Ordovician Brainard Formation and contains a few Ordovician conodonts.
However, it is considered basal Silurian because it lacks Brainard
macrofossils and carbonate interbeds, because an unconformity occurs at
its base, and because the broken and abraded condition of the few
Ordovician conodonts suggests that they have been reworked.
Only a few specimens of Panderodus simplex and reworked Ordovician
conodonts were recovered from the basal 9 feet (2.7 m) of the
Wilhelmi. Walliserodus curvatus and P_. simplex are \/ery abundant in the
upper 12 feet (3.6 m) . A few unidentifiable fragments of Oulodus also
appear near the top of this 12-foot interval that is approximately at
the top of the Schweizer Member. The remainder of the Wilhelmi, the
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Birds Member, is characterized by abundant Ozardodina hassi , 0. abrupta ,
0. cf. 0. manitoulensis
,
and Q. cf. 0^ oldhamensis , in addition to
abundant _P. simplex and W_. curvatus ,
Ordovician System
Maquoketa Group
Fort Atkinson Dolomite 33 feet (10.0 m)
The Fort Atkinson is a very crystalline, rough-textured, speckled,
brownish-red to light gray dolomite. Dense, nonporous layers interbed
with porous, granular layers. It is thin-bedded with thick argillaceous
partings at the top and base, but is massive in the center and only
rarely contains partings. Lithologic variation represents a gradation
from deposition of shale in the underlying strata to deposition of pure
carbonates succeeded by more shale. Some layers are very fossil iferous;
bryozoans and brachiopods are the most abundant fossils. The upper
surface of this unit is marked by an unconformity that exhibits a \/ery
irregular undulating surface having as much as 2 feet (0.6 m) of relief.
A \/ery abundant conodont fauna (approximately 1,000 specimens/kg)
was recovered from six samples. The fauna is dominated by Phraqmodus
undatus and contains moderately abundant Amorphognathus ordovicicus
(only two diagnostic holodontiform elements, however), common Plectodina
tenuis , Drepanoistodus suberectus , Panderodus panderi and _P. gracilis ;
uncommon Oulodus ulrichi
,
Pseudobelodina inclinata , Paraoistodus?
mutatus and two elements of Pseudooneotodus mitratus .
Scales Shale
The top of the Scales is exposed in the sump. According to subsurface
records, approximately 80 feet (24.3 m) of Scales underlies the Fort
Atkinson here. Elevation at the top of the Galena Group is about 270
feet (82 m).
The most important feature of the National Quarry Section is the
occurrence of a thin Maquoketa Group and thick basal Silurian. The entire
Brainard Formation was removed by erosion in this area, and the Wilhelmi was
deposited directly on the Fort Atkinson surface. The Wilhelmi-Elwood interval
represents a succession of basal dolomitic shales derived primarily from
reworked Maquoketa sediments that grade upward into relatively pure
carbonates.
Solution features . The National Quarry is one of two sites in
northeastern Illinois that contains common large solution cavities at the
bedrock surface. These may be more than 100 feet (30 m) across and extend
downward as much a 60 feet (18.3 m) to the Brandon Bridge. Fischer (1925) and
Bretz (1940) described the cavities in this quarry. Some of these cavities
are still exposed near the southeast corner; however, most have been destroyed
by quarrying. The cavities originally were filled with bluish-gray clay and
some angular white chert containing fossil debris such as pelmatozoans and
favositid corals. The chert does not appear to have been derived from any of
the existing Silurian strata in the quarry. More extensive cavities, some of
which were filled with Pennsylvanian strata, occurred at the Lehigh Quarry
west of Kankakee, but most of these also have been removed by quarrying.
Quarry history . The National Stone Company began operations at this site
around 1906, incorporating several small building-stone quarries (see
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Goldthwait, 1909, plate 6, for a map of the area). The company produced
crushed stone and some flagstone. In 1929 the quarry was owned by the Dolese
and Shepard Company, but operated under the name National Stone Company until
it was purchased by Vulcan Materials Company in the late 1960s. The National
Quarry is one of only two quarries operating around Joliet; more than 30
operated in the area in the past.
ALTERNATE STOP 3A. Romeo Quarry, Material Service Corporation
Location: E 1/2 Section 10, W 1/2 Section 11, T. 36 N., R. 10 E., Joliet 7.5-
minute Quadrangle, Lockport Township., Will County, Illinois. The quarry is
located about 1 mile (1.6 km) northwest of Lockport between the Des Plaines
River and the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal. Bedrock elevation is about 560
feet.
The entire Joliet Dolomite and most of the Kankakee Dolomite are exposed
in this quarry (figs. 14, 15). A few feet of Sugar Run Dolomite may be
present in places at the bedrock surface. The section includes the following:
Silurian System
Joliet Dolomite 71.8 feet (21.9 m)
Romeo Member 24.8 feet (7.6 m)
The Romeo is massive, porous, pure, crystalline, gray, mottled
dolomite.
Markgraf Member 20.5 feet (6.2 m)
The Markgraf is fine-grained, slightly porous to nonporous,
crystalline, yellowish-gray dolomite that has thin argillaceous
partings and scattered white chert nodules.
Brandon Bridge Member 26.5 feet (8.0 m)
The upper 15.7 feet (4.8 m) is fine-grained, slightly porous,
argillaceous, light greenish-gray dolomite that has many thin,
discontinuous, argillaceous partings. Horizontal trails are common
on some bedding surfaces. The base of this interval is marked by a
.05-foot (1.5-cm) greenish-gray clay layer. The lower 10.8 feet (3.3
m) is pale red, crystalline, slightly porous, rough- textured dolomite
with common thin, irregular, discontinuous, greenish-gray
argillaceous partings.
Kankakee Dolomite
Plaines Member 3.5 feet (1.1 m)
The Plaines is pure, slightly porous, very crystalline, rough-
textured, yellowish-gray dolomite. Sinuous greenish-gray horizontal
trails occur on bedding surfaces. Pelmatozoan debris is common;
halysitid and heliolitid corals and brachiopods are present. The top
of the unit is marked by a conspicuous bedding plane.
Troutman, Offerman, and Drummond Members 31 feet (9.4 m)
These strata are slightly porous, rough-textured, crystalline olive-
gray dolomite with pinkish-gray and greenish-gray mottling. Wavy
argillaceous partings are common at the bottom of the quarry.
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Figure 14. Stop 3A, Romeo Quarry. Center of west wall showing entire 100-foot (30-m) section and
Elwood Dolomite in sump; Brandon Bridge is just above tunnel. 1984. E 1 12 Section 10, W 1 1I Section 1 1
,
T. 36 N., R. 10 E.
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ROMEO QUARRY
Sys. Formation Member
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Figure 15. Stop 3A, Romeo Quarry section. E 1 /2 Section 10,
W 1 /2 Section 1 1 , T. 36 N., R. 10 E.
Boring records show the following section below the quarry floor:
Elwood-Wilhelmi Formations: 48.5 feet (14.8 m)
Ordovician System
Maquoketa Group:
Brainard Formation: 67.3 feet (20.5 m)
Fort Atkinson Dolomite: 16.5 feet (5.0 m)
Scales Shale: 79.0 feet (24.1 m)
Galena Group: 221.5 feet (67.5 m)
The Elwood in this section may include some Kankakee strata and the
Brainard may incorporate some Wilhelmi.
Quarry history . This quarry opened during the 1950s. The site was
originally a gravel washing plant that was opened in 1929 by Material Service
Corporation. Processed stone was, and still is, loaded onto barges for
transportation via the Sanitary and Ship Canal to Chicago. The gravel plant
was connected by a private railway to a pit on the west side of Highway 53 and
to other pits 6 miles (9.6 km) to the west near Plainfield. The company owns
extensive land tracts to the west between the river and Highway 53. When this
quarry is exhausted, a new quarry will be opened west of the river and
connected to existing plants by conveyor belts.
STOP 4. Barbers Corners Quarry, Elmhurst-Chicago Stone Company
Location: SE Section 4, T. 37 N., R. 10 E., Romeoville 7.5-minute Quadrangle,
Du Page Township., Will County, Illinois. The quarry is located on the north
side of the East Branch of the Du Page River, just north of Bolingbrook.
3edrock elevation is about 610 feet.
This area is located within the West Chicago Moraine of the Valparaiso
Morainic System. Although the East Branch of the Du Page River has cut about
80-100 feet (24.3-30 m) into morainal deposits, it has not reached the
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bedrock surface, and no natural exposures occur along the river. Bedrock was
uncovered at the bottom of gravel pits at the quarry site. The Sugar Run,
Joliet, and upper Kankakee Dolomites are now exposed in this new quarry (figs.
16, 17).
At this stop we will examine the Sugar Run and Joliet Dolomites, which
are well-exposed and easily accessible.
The bedrock surface slopes slightly to the west, and the Sugar Run
Dolomite has been planed off to the west and is exposed only in the eastern
portion of the quarry. Several large solution cavities occur along a joint
that runs from the southwest to the northeast corner of the quarry. The
following section is exposed in the quarry:
Silurian Syst em
Sugar Run Dolomite 4.75 feet (1.4 m)
The Sugar Run is well-bedded, splitting into 3-6 inch (7.6-15.4 cm)
flaggy beds. Bedding planes have a smooth texture but are slightly
irregular. Some bedding surfaces exhibit sinuous trails. The rock is
\jery finely crystalline, slightly porous, slightly argillaceous, light
brownish-gray dolomite that breaks with an even, blocky texture compared
with the underlying unit. Porosity is controlled by fine fossil debris,
but macrofossils are uncommon. However, scattered complete, upright
specimens of the trilobite Sthenarocalymene celebra occur.
Figure 16. Stop 4, Barbers Corners Quarry, sump and southeast corner. 1984. SE Section 4, T. 37 N., R. 10 E. Lower level contains basal
Markgraf, Brandon Bridge, and upper Kankakee Dolomites.
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BARBERS CORNERS QUARRY
Sys. Formation Member
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Figure 17. Stop 4, Barbers Corners Quarry section. SE Section 4,
T. 37 N., R. 10 E.
An additional 1-2 feet (0.3-0.6 m) of Sugar Run strata was present in
places on the other side of the ramp in the southeast corner of the quarry,
but these strata have been removed by quarrying. This rock was 1 ithologically
identical to lower Sugar Run, but contained more common and diverse fossils
dominated by trilobites. These probably represented the Lemont trilobite
fauna that formerly was exposed in quarries 5 miles (8.0 km) to the southeast,
north of Lemont (Weller, 1907; Lowenstam, 1948). Trilobites found in these
strata in the Barbers Corners Quarry include: Sthenarocalymene celebra
,
Dalmanites platycaudatus
, fJ. ill i no i ens is , Encrinurus egani , Bumastus cf
.
graftonensis , Sphaerexochus romingeri , Decorop^oetus handwerki , Cheirurus
niagarensis
,
and Ceratocephala sp. A variety of small brachiopods, rugose
corals, and pelmatozoans (including dendritic root systems and Caryocrinites
thecae) is present.
Sugar Run is also exposed along the old ramp in the southeast corner of
the quarry and on the stripped surface in the northeast corner.
Contact with the underlying Romeo is placed at the top of the highest
occurrence of pure crystalline, rough-textured dolomite.
Joliet Dolomite 86.8 feet (26.5 m)
Romeo Member 38 feet (11.6 m)
The Romeo is a pure, crystalline, porous, rough-textured dolomite
that ranges in color from dark gray to orangish- or pinkish-gray.
The rock is massive in the basal 25 feet (7.6 m) and thick- to
medium-bedded towards the top. A discontinuous layer (or layers) of
white, well-rounded chert nodules occurs near the top of the massive
part in the west half of the quarry. The top 6.4 feet (2.0 m) of
Romeo consists of alternating nonporous, even-textured, slightly
argillaceous dolomite (similar to the overlying Sugar Run) and
porous, rough-textured, pure dolomite. The fauna in these beds is
similar to the Sugar Run trilobite fauna. Complete upright
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Sthenarocalymene celebra are common and occur with a variety of other
trilobites, including Dalmanites illinoiensis
,
D. platycaudatus
,
Encrinurus cf . egani , Cheirurus niagarensis , Sphaerexochus romingeri ,
Illaenoides tri loba
,
Eophacops sp. , and Bumastus graftonensi
s
.
Small
favositid corals and a variety of brachiopods occur. Pelmatozoan
debris accounts for most of the porosity, but stem sections are not
as common as below; dendritic root systems are common, occurring with
crinoid calyces and Caryocrinites thecae. This biota differs
markedly from that of the underlying massive- to thick-bedded Romeo
in which crinoids (including Lampterocrinus ) and cystoids (large
Holocysti tes ) occur in locally abundant pelmatozoan debris.
Dendritic root systems occur, but are less common than in the strata
above. The cephalopod Dawsonoceras , stropheodont brachiopods, rugose
corals, bryozoans, and platyceratid gastropods also occur. The
trilobite fauna differs. Calymenids are rare, seldom complete,
larger, and apparently belong to the genus Calymene . Bumastus ioxus
,
a small unnamed bumastine, and Ommokris vigilans are common.
Illaenoides
,
Cheirurus niagarensis
,
Arctinurus ?, and Encrinurus are
also present.
Markgraf Member 28 feet (8.5 m)
The Markgraf is thick-bedded (3-5 ft [0.9-1.5 m] beds), blocky,
finely porous, light-gray, dense, argillaceous dolomite. The top 9.8
feet (3.0 m) contains distinct layers of chert nodules and scattered
fine pelmatozoan debris.
On an old level in the northeast corner of the quarry, the lower
5 feet (1.5 m) of Markgraf exhibits unusual dipping strata in a domal
pattern. The dips are somewhat irregular, but seem to radiate out
toward the east, north, and west from a central area that has been
removed by quarrying. Composition of the dipping strata is similar
to that of the Markgraf elsewhere. Greenish-gray horizontal trails
and rare orthoconic nautiloids are present. Some bedding planes
contain dendritic pelmatozoan roots and other fossil debris. This
structure may be a carbonate buildup, but too little of it remains
for us to be certain.
Brandon Bridge Member 20.8 feet (6.3 m)
The Brandon Bridge is exposed only in the lowest level and is not
being actively quarried. In general, the rock is argillaceous,
nonporous, thin-bedded, pinkish- to greenish-gray dolomite. A few
strata are highly crystalline. Thin, discontinuous argillaceous
partings are common. The unit becomes brownish-red toward the
base. Trails are common; few macrofossils are present. The top of
the Brandon Bridge is marked by a prominent zone of argillaceous
partings, although the basal 2 feet (0.6 m) of the overlying Markgraf
is gradational with Brandon Bridge lithology. The lower Brandon
Bridge contact is a conspicuous bedding plane that undulates in
places.
Kankakee Dolomite
Plaines Member 2.6 feet (0.8 m)
The Plaines is a yery crystalline, dense, porous, rough-textured,
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light brown dolomite. It appears massive, but splits into two or
three layers. Distinct greenish-gray trails and burrows are
common. Fine pelmatozoan debris accounts for most of the porosity.
Rugose and halysitid corals occur in the upper 8 inches (20.3 cm).
Disarticulated pentamerid and stricklandiid brachiopods are common
about 1 foot (0.3 m) below the top. The upper contact is sharp and
characterized by a smooth and pitted surface; the basal contact is
gradational
.
Troutman Member
Approximately 6 feet (1.8 m) of Troutman is exposed above water level
in the sump. The rock is thin-bedded, rubbly, crystalline, olive-
gray dolomite. Irregular argillaceous partings are common.
Records for wells located about 1 mile (1.6 km) south of the quarry
indicate that about 40 feet (12.2 m) of Silurian rock lie between the base of
the Brandon Bridge and the top of the Maquoketa.
Quarry history . The Elmhurst-Chicago Stone Company is owned by the
Hammerschmidt family, who have been in the Chicago-area stone business since
1883 (Elmhurst-Chicago Stone Company, 1958). The Barbers Corners site was
purchased by the company in the 1940s and operated as a gravel pit. In 1975 a
quarry was opened in the floor of the gravel pit.
STOP 5. McCook Quarry, Vulcan Materials Company
Location: Section 15, T. 38 N., R. 12 E., Berwyn 7.5-minute Quadrangle, Lyons
Township, Cook County, Illinois.
The McCook Quarry is the second largest quarry in the Chicago area, and
exhibits a continuous section of Elwood through Racine Dolomites. The main
focus of this stop will be the well-exposed Racine reef and interreef strata.
At this site, Vulcan Materials operates two pits that are divided by a
wall beneath Joliet Road (formerly U. S. Highway 66) (figs. 18, 19). The old
Dolese and Shepard quarry on the west and the former Consumer Company quarry
on the east (fig. 19) were combined to form the south pit, where the main
operations are located. The north (flux) quarry was the site of Stinson
Airport. Two other quarries (Material Service's Federal and Riverside Pits)
operate a short distance to the north (fig. 18).
Drift thicknesses vary from near zero at the intersection of 55th Street
and Joliet Road to about 20 feet (6 m) of morainal deposits along the western
edge of the quarry. Bedrock surface elevations vary from a low of 550 feet
near the Des Plaines River to a high of about 630 feet along 55th Street. The
latter location represents the crest of a bedrock hill that Bretz (1939)
correctly interpreted as reef-controlled.
Cores of the Silurian and most of the underlying Ordovician rocks in the
area have been cut for the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago
(MSDGC) deep tunnel project. The combination of quarry exposures and cores
provides more comprehensive information on the geology of the McCook-Lyons
area than is available for most other locations around Chicago.
We will make three stops in the McCook Quarry. The first is an overview
of the Silurian section exposed in the deeper south pit. The second and third
stops provide an opportunity to examine Racine Dolomite reef exposures in the
south and north pits.
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Figure 18. Map of Mc Cook-Lyons area showing quarry sites.
1. U. S. Crushed Stone Company, McCook Quarry; now south pit, Vulcan Materials Company.
2. Dolese & Shepard Company, Gary Quarry; now south pit, Vulcan Materials Company.
3. North pit, Vulcan Materials Company.
4. Superior Stone Company; now Material Service Federal Quarry.
5. Federal Stone Company; now Material Service Federal Quarry.
6. People's Stone Company; now filled and part of Material Service Federal Quarry.
7. Cermak Park Quarry.
8. Chicago Crushed Stone Company; now filled.
9. Artesian Stone Company and Chicago Union Lime Company; later Argo Stone Company; then Consumer's Summit
Quarry; now filled.
10. Dolese & Shepard Company, McCook Quarry; now filled.
11. Brownwell Improvement Company, Gary Quarry; now filled.
12. Fred Schultz Quarry; later Riverside Lime and Stone Company; now Material Service Riverside Quarry.
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Figure 19.
R. 12 E.
Map of McCook Quarry, Vulcan Materials Company, showing location of points discussed in text. Section 15, T. 38 N.,
STOP 5A. Overview of Silurian Section, McCook Quarry
Along the main road near the center of the quarry,
section, including Racine Dolomite reef and interreef s
(fig. 20). The deepest portion of the quarry is visibl
wall. Approximately 240 feet (73.2 m) of rock is expos
level. Nearby borings (fig. 8) indicate that about 70
and Wilhelmi Formations underlie the quarry floor. The
been eroded extensively and reduced to 120.6 ft (36.8 m
Wilhelmi and Elwood. Extensive collections of fossils
MSDGC pumping station at Hodgkins (a short distance to
made by R. Kott, Summit, Illinois. He reports (persona
that the Schweizer Member contains scattered specimens
the entire Sil urian
trata, can be viewed
e along the east
ed above the sump
feet (21.5 m) of Elwood
Maquoketa Group has
), resulting in thick
from the Wilhelmi at an
the south) have been
1 communication, 1984)
of disarticulated
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Figure 20. McCook Quarry section. Section 15, T. 38 N., R. 12 E.
dalmanitid trilobites, inarticulate brachiopods, conularids, orthoconic
nautiloids, graptolites, and trace fossils. The Birds Member contains a
variety of brachipods along with Leonaspis and calymenid trilobites. Most of
the section above the sump level is inaccessible to large groups and can be
examined only from a distance. The following units may be observed in the
east wall starting at the sump level:
Silurian System
El wood Dolomite 10 feet (3.0 m)
The Elwood is thin-bedded, rubbly, cherty, gray dolomite.
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Kankakee Dolomite 51 feet (15.5 m)
Drummond Member 4 feet (1.2 m)
The Drummond consists of massive, noncherty, brown dolomite.
Offerman Member 11 feet (3.3 m)
The Offerman is cherty, wel 1 -bedded, gray dolomite.
Troutman Member 34 feet (10.4 m)
The lower 15.6 feet (4.8 m) of the Troutman is thin-bedded,
noncherty, gray dolomite. The upper 17.9 feet (5.5 m) consists of
weakly defined, thin strata of olive-gray dolomite and has a massive
to blocky appearance. Contact between the two subdivisions is marked
by a prominent flat bedding plane that may be the white clay layer
Willman (1973) reported from the Troutman at other localities. The
floor of the present main operations is near this clay layer.
Plaines Member 2 feet (0.6 m)
This conspicuous brown dolomite marks the top of the Kankakee
Dolomite.
Joliet Dolomite 77.8 feet (23.7 m)
Brandon Bridge Member 29.8 feet (9.1 m)
The lower 9.7 feet (2.9 m) of the Brandon Bridge consists of thin,
poorly defined, greenish-gray dolomite strata. The upper 20.1 feet
(6.1 m) of the strata is poorly defined and consists of dark-gray
dolomite. The top of the unit is marked by a prominent bedding
plane.
Markgraf Member 19 feet (5.8 m)
The Markgraf consists of thick, well-bedded, dense, even-textured,
light gray dolomite and has a distinct 3-foot (0.9-m) bed at the
base.
Romeo Member 29 feet (8.8 m)
The Romeo is massive, porous, rough-textured, mottled, dark gray
dolomite.
Sugar Run Dolomite 21 feet (6.4 m)
The Sugar Run is ^ery well-bedded, even-textured, blocky, light gray
dolomite. The contact between the Sugar Run and Racine is sharp. The
Sugar Run is the top of the main quarried interval in the south pit.
Rac ine Dolomi te 80 feet (24.4 m)
Subdivision A 24 feet (7.3 m)
This interval consists of yery rubbly, thin-bedded, cherty, olive-
gray dolomite at the base of the Racine. This unit forms the main
floor of the quarry to the east.
Subdivision B 21 feet (6.4 m)
This is porous, rough-textured, massive- to thick-bedded, dark gray
dolomite that is similar to the Romeo.
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Subdivision C 12.8 feet (3.9 m)
This interval is thin -bedded, very rubbly, cherty, olive-gray
dolomite that forms a very conspicuous layer in much of the quarry.
In a few places it is noncherty. This unit forms the main floor of
the old Dolese and Shepard Quarry to the south.
Subdivision D 15-20 feet (4.6-6 m)
This subdivision is well-bedded, blocky, noncherty, light gray
dolomite that has been truncated by erosion.
The bedrock surface throughout this area has been truncated unevenly by
erosion, as can be seen along the east wall. From the low point at the
southeast corner, the bedrock surface rises toward the west. The Racine
Dolomite thickens correspondingly to 115 feet (35 m) near the center of the
south wall, and reaches a maximum of 153 feet (46.5 m) where penetrated by
MSDGC DH 75-54 near the intersection of 55th Street and Joliet Road.
Regionally, the Racine thickens downdip toward Lake Michigan, reaching a
maximum of about 300 feet (100 m); the McCook exposures represent only the
lower half of this formation.
Racine reef rock does not occur in the east, south, and west walls of the
south pit, but it is well-exposed in the north wall under Joliet Road. Un-
fortunately, these exposures are confined to the upper 30-40 feet (9.1-12.2 m)
of the wall and can be examined only from a distance. From west to east an
interreef-reef-interreef transition can be observed. The northwest corner
displays horizontally-bedded Racine interreef strata. Approximately 50 feet
(15.3 m) to the east (point a, fig. 19) these strata begin to rise slightly,
forming an arch with its crest (point b) about 230 feet (70.1 m) farther
east. Eastward, these strata dip slightly, forming a sag, and then rise again
(point c) 200 feet (60 m) from the crest.
Up to this point, all of the Racine strata have followed the same
orientation pattern. As the upper strata begin to rise at this location,
however, the lower strata (the conspicuous, rubbly, cherty unit of Subdivision
C marks the top) remain horizontal. The transition of interreef to reef
strata here (fig. 21) is indicated only by development of a 0°-10°
southwestward dip in the upper portion of the quarry wall.
Continuing eastward for 140 feet (42.9 m), this dip increases to about
20° and bedding becomes thicker and obscure, grading into massive rock (point
d) . The nonreef lower portion of the Racine develops a slight dip toward the
east beneath the massive reef strata where Subdivision C loses much of its
chert, but is still conspicuous.
Approximately 170 feet (51.8 m) farther east (point e), the wall projects
into the quarry, marking the old boundary between the Dolese and Shepard
quarry and the Consumer Company quarry. At this location the rock is massive
with some indication of a southwestern dip. Fallen blocks show that this rock
is pelmatozoan rich.
For the next 560 feet (170.7 m) , well-bedded strata are followed by
massive or obscurely bedded rocks having a southwesterly dip. but toward the
east end (point f) the direction of dip reverses to about 20° southeast.
Underlying nonreef Racine strata rise, becoming almost horizontal. Well-
developed, southeasterly dipping flank strata occur over the 220 feet (66 m)
between this point and the tunnel (point g).
East of the tunnel several small, apparently unrelated, mounds occur in
the upper 20 feet (6 m) of the wall. Bretz (1939) briefly mentioned the main
reef exposure in the old Consumer Company portion of the east wall.
.
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Lowenstam (1950) noted that bryozoan- and pelmatozoan-rich bioclastic flank
strata occurred here, and he observed progradation of flank strata over
possibly encrusted or cemented horizontal strata.
Reef strata do not appear to occur beneath the cherty unit in the lower
Racine along this wall. Lower Racine strata appear to dip as much as 10 feet
(3.0 m) under the more massive portions of the reef body. The quarry floor
also becomes irregular in the vicinity of the reef, where it is dominated by
large depressions and domes. The irregularity of these underlying strata
continues more than 600 feet (180 m) to the south of the reef center. The
depressions extend down to at least the top of the Kankakee Dolomite at the
quarry floor of the next lower level.
Where reefs are present in the Racine, extensive development of these
domes and depressions occurs. Strata beneath the reef structures are not
noticeably different from surrounding strata except that the chert disappears
from Subdivision C. Association of these features only with reefs suggests
several possible origins:
1. Presence of the reefs caused irregularities either by compression of
underlying strata or by differential compaction and 1 Unification of
surrounding strata.
2. Pre-existing irregularities provided the sites on which reefs later
developed.
3. No relationship exists between the reefs and irregularities; their
association is only coincidental.
Compression of underlying sediments probably caused this association
because irregularities occur only in the vicinity of reefs and because
underlying strata exhibit no features, suggesting a pre-existing topography
that might have controlled reef deposition. Mikulic (1977) found similar
features associated with reefs in the Silurian of southeastern Wisconsin, and
Eriksson and Laufeld (1978) gave the name Philip Structure to similar features
of Silurian reefs in Gotland, Sweden.
We believe that the depressions formed when underlying sediments were
compressed by the weight of early-lithified reef bodies. This compression,
however, apparently occurred only in the underlying Maquoketa Group shales;
the intervening 200 feet (60 m) of Silurian carbonates between the reefs and
the shales exhibits only slight warping. This may explain the distortion of
all of the Racine strata between points a and c. Compression of the Maquoketa
beneath the reefs may have caused it to ooze outward, slightly uplifting the
surrounding strata.
STOP 5B. Racine reef strata in east half of north pit, McCook Quarry
Proceeding through the tunnel to stop 5B, we can view reef structure in the
north and south walls of the north pit. This is a continuation of the main
reef just described. Again, most of the reef is located in the upper part of
the walls and can be examined only from a distance.
Along the north wall (point h), reef flank strata dip toward the
northeast. The arch and dip of the strata reverses to the northwest 200 feet
(60 m) west of this point. This exposure probably is near the northern edge
of the reef. Underlying strata again form domes and depressions, but the main
depression does not align with the center of the reef exposure. Reef
structures occur at other locations to the west along the north wall, but no
pattern has been determined except for the southern end of a small reef mass
near the center of the wall.
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Figure 21. Photograph of point c along north wall of south pit showing interreef transition. 1984.
In the south wall
exposures can be seen.
under Joliet Road, the reverse side of the south pit
Near the tunnel, flank strata have an apparent dip
slightly toward the southeast.
300 feet (100 m) to the west,
below the quarry floor through
Through the next 250 feet
thicker and obscurely-bedded,
\0'
.20° at point iThis dip increases to about
Underlying strata arch slightly and then dip
this interval.
(76.2 m) the overlying reef flank strata become
and grade into massive core rock. At point j
the apparent dip reverses to about 30u southwest and bedding becomes well-
defined. This extends about 60 feet (18.3 m) to point k, where the quarry
wall makes a sharp bend to the north. This area is the only accessible
portion of the main reef; unfortunately, it is being removed by quarrying.
The rock here consists of well-defined cyclic flank strata (fig. 22) that have
an apparent dip of about 30° toward the southwest. Some of the lighter
colored strata consist of pelmatozoan-rich grainstone that clearly grades
upward into dark gray, fine-grained dolomite. The upper surface of many of
these dark strata is sharp, possibly indicating a break in deposition followed
by cementation or erosion. Do these strata represent cyclic graded debris
flows, or do they suggest solution surfaces developed during periods of
nondeposition?
Flank strata continue to the west for about 500 feet (152.4 m) and then
level out into interreef strata. The quarry floor throughout most of the
western half of the pit contains large domes and depressions that can have
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Figure 22. Photograph of cyclic flank beds west of point k along the south wall of the north pit. 1984.
more than 10 feet (3.0 m) of relief and diameters of several hundred feet.
How these structures relate to individual reefs has not yet been determined.
The exposure at point k contains a fauna similar to the coral-
stromatoporoid zone at Thornton Reef. Favosites
,
pentamerid brachiopods,
Calymene , Bumastus insignis , Amphicoel ia , Tremanotus , Dinobolus , Phragmoceras ,
and a variety of other fossils are common. Caryocrinites and rare crinoid
calyces occur, but articulated pelmatozoan stem sections are rare in spite of
the local abundance of pelmatozoan debris.
We believe that a single reef is represented by the exposures on both
sides of the Joliet Road wall and the north wall of the north pit. The reef
center, which has been removed by quarrying, probably was located in the
center of the east half of the north pit. Only flank strata at point j and a
few other small areas are now accessible for close examination. The shape of
the reef may have been somewhat elliptical, having a slight north-south
elongation; the core appears to have a slightly greater north-south
elongation.
STOP 5C. Racine reef strata in west half of north pit.
Well-developed reef strata are accessible along the upper level of the west
wall. The reef center is located west of the upper ramp (point 1) north of
the wall center. North of the ramp flank strata have apparent dips of 10°-20°
toward the northeast, and south of the ramp, 10°-20° toward the southeast.
The rock around the ramp is highly fossil iferous, containing a fauna different
from that found at point k. Brachiopods, rugose corals, and gastropods occur
throughout the area. Bivalves are unusually diverse and common. Pelmato-
zoans, including the crinoid Lampterocrinus and the cystoid Caryocrinites , are
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common on the south side of the ramp; fenestrate and branching bryozoans and a
variety of small brachiopods are exceptionally common north of the ramp. The
latter occurrence is similar to the bioclastic strata described by Lowenstam
(1950) for the main reef in the south pit.
The reefs at McCook differ from the well-known Thornton Reef in several
ways. The McCook reefs are smaller. Their development began in the Racine;
that of Thornton, during the deposition of the Joliet or Kankakee. Exposed
strata of McCook reefs are in the lower half of the Racine; the Thornton's are
higher in the Racine. The core and proximal flank strata of McCook reefs are
pelmatozoan and bryozoan rich; at the Thornton, an equivalent zone that
contains a similar but rarer pelmatozoan fauna is partially exposed. A coral-
pentamerid fauna occurs distally in both reefs.
Quarry hi story. A few small quarries were located on the site of the
present south pit as long ago as 1868 when Bannister described the geology of
the area. In 1904 Dolese and Shepard Company opened a large quarry for
crushed-stone production in the south half of Section 15. This company was a
major stone producer in the Chicago area and had quarry sites at Hawthorne,
Stony Island, Cheltenham, and McCook. The new quarry located in Hodgkins
(then called Gary, later Novak) was to replace others that had been abandoned
or restricted by urban development. This quarry was the largest in the
Chicago area for much of the early part of this century. The property was
purchased by the Consumer Company in the late 1960s, and was joined with their
quarry to the north.
In 1907 the United States Crushed Stone Company opened a larger crushed-
stone plant and quarry in the NE 1/4 of Section 15 (east half of south pit).
These operations were purchased by Consumer Company around 1920. Consumer was
a major producer of stone, coal, and ice in the Chicago area in the early
1900s. The company operated the Artesian Quarry in Chicago, a quarry 0.5 mile
(0.8 km) north in McCook, and a quarry at Lemont.
No quarry existed at the site of the north pit until about 1950 when the
Consumer Company built a tunnel beneath Joliet Road to the site. The Consumer
Company now is part of Vulcan Materials Corporation.
The two largest Chicago-area quarries (Thornton and McCook) are now under
consideration for future use as storage reservoirs for the Metropolitan
Sanitary District of Greater Chicago.
Other quarries in the vicinity
.
Overburden is thin throughout much of
the McCook-Lyons area, and quarries operated at several locations. Most of
these have been filled, but Racine reef and interreef strata are still visible
in the water-filled quarry in Cermak Park and in natural outcrops along the
Des Plaines River north and east of Lyons.
Material Service Corporation operates two other quarries in this area
(Federal and Riverside) that will not be visited on this trip. The Federal
Quarry (consisting of the quarries of the old Federal Stone Company, Superior
Stone Company, and People's Stone Company quarries, fig. 18) is located about
0.6 mile (1.0 km) north of Vulcan Quarry in McCook (NW Sec. 10, T. 38 N.,
R. 12 E., Berwyn 7.5-minute Quadrangle, Lyons Township., Cook County,
Illinois). Only the old Superior Stone site is being quarried at present. It
is the deepest, extending nearly 340 feet (103.6 m) into the Elwood-Wilhelmi
interval. The section there is \/ery similar to that in the Vulcan quarries.
A large reef in the west wall, which is inaccessible, might have
originated in the Romeo Member of the Joliet Dolomite, and is overlain by some
Racine Dolomite interreef strata. Reef structure also is present in the north
wall of the Superior Quarry and in the old Federal Quarry. These reefs are
small mounds with little flank strata development. The reef rock is massive
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and fossil iferous (pelmatozoan rich, Caryocrinites ) . Some of the features of
the old Federal Quarry have been described in Willman et al . (1950, Material
Service Corp., La Grange Quarry, north pit).
The Riverside Quarry is about 1.5 miles (2.4 km) north of the McCook
Quarry in Lyons (center Sec. 2, T. 38 N. , R. 12 E., Berwyn 7.5-minute
Quadrangle, Lyons Township, Cook County, Illinois). The quarry is about 190
feet (57.9 m) deep, extending into the Markgraf Member of the Joliet
Dolomite. The Racine Dolomite exhibits some reef structure along the north
wall; Goldthwait (1909) described other possible reefs that have been removed
by quarrying. The section exposed is similar to that in the McCook quarries.
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